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MODULI OF p-ADIC REPRESENTATIONS OF A PROFINITE GROUP
JORGE ANTÓNIO
ABSTRACT. Let X be a smooth and proper scheme over an algebraically closed field. The purpose of the current text
is twofold. Firstly, we construct the moduli stack parametrizing rank n continuous p-adic representations of piét
1
(X)
as a Qp-analytic stack, LocSysp,n(X). Secondly, we prove that LocSysp,n(X) can be upgraded to a derived Qp-
analytic stack and it is moreover geometric with respect to the derived Qp-analytic context. The construction of the
derived enhancement of LocSys
p,n
(X) uses in an essential way the theory of Ind(Pro(S))-enriched ∞-categories.
This allows us to make sense of continuous representations between homotopy types. The proof of geometricity of
LocSys
p,n
(X) uses in an essential way the Representability theorem in derived Qp-analytic geometry, proved by M.
Porta and T. Yu Yue in [PY17].
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Main results. Let X be a proper and smooth scheme over an algebraically closed field. The goal of the
present text is to show the existence of the moduli of rank n étale p-adic lisse sheaves on X , study its geometry
and its corresponding deformation theory. More precisely, let k denote a non-archimedean field extension of Qp.
We will construct a functor
LocSysp,n(X) : Afd
op
k → S,
1
where Afdk denotes the category of k-affinoid spaces and S the∞-category of∞-groupoids, given on objects by
the formula
A ∈ Afdopk 7→ LocSysp,n(X)(A) ∈ S
where LocSysp,n(X)(A) denotes the groupoid of conjugation classes of continuous morphisms
ρ : πét1 (X)→ GLn(A)
where we endow GLn(A) with the topology induced by the non-archimedean topology on A ∈ Afd
op
k . Our first
main result is the following:
Theorem 1.1.1. The moduli functor
LocSysp,n(X) : Afd
op
k → S
is representable by a k-analytic stack. More precisely, there exists a k-analytic space LocSysframedp,n (X) ∈ Ank
together with a canonical smooth map
q : LocSysframedp,n (X)→ LocSysp,n(X)
which exhibits LocSysframedp,n (X) as a smooth atlas of LocSysp,n(X). Moreover, LocSys
framed
p,n (X) admits a
canonical action of the k-analytic group GLann and LocSysp,n(X) can be realized as the stack quotient of
LocSysframedp,n (X) by theGL
an
n -action.
We can construct LocSysframedp,n (X) explicitly via its functor of points. Explicitly, LocSys
framed
p,n (X) represents
the functor Afdopk → Set given on objects by the formula
(1.1.1) A ∈ Afdopk 7→ Homcont
(
πét1 (X),GLn(A)
)
∈ Set.
Showing that the functor given by formula (1.1.1) is representably by a k-analytic space LocSysframedp,n (X) ∈ Ank
will occupy most of §2. Our proof follows the scheme of proof of the analogous result for smooth and proper
schemes over the field of complex numbers C. However, our argument is considerably more involved as in
general the topologies on πét1 (X) and GLn(A) are of different natures. More precisely, the former admits a
profinite topology whereas the latter group admits a ind-pro-topology, where the pro-structure comes from the
choice of a formal model A0 for A and the ind-structure by the existence of an isomorphism
A0 ⊗k◦ k ∼= A
of topological algebras. Moreover, thanks to the formula (1.1.1) it is clear that LocSysframedp,n (X) admits a canon-
ical action of the k-analytic general linear groupGLann , given by conjugation. The rest of §2 is devoted to present
the theory of k-analytic stacks and to show that LocSysp,n(X) can be identified with the k-analytic stack obtained
by ”quotientening” LocSysframedp,n (X) by GL
an
n . We observe that k-analytic stacks are the k-analytic analogues
of Artin stacks in algebraic geometry.
We show moreover that our definition of LocSysp,n(X) is correct. More precisely we show:
Proposition 1.1.2. Let A ∈ Afdopk . Then the groupoid
LocSysp,n(X)(A) ∈ S
can be identified with the groupoid of rank n pro-étale A-local systems onX .
We then proceed to study the deformation theory ofLocSysp,n(X). We provemore precisely thatLocSysp,n(X)
admits a canonical derived enhancement. By derived enhancement we mean that there exists a derived k-analytic
stack, following Porta and Yu Yue approach to derived k-analytic geometry [PY17], whose 0-truncation is natu-
rally equivalent to LocSysp,n(X).
In order to construct such derived structure on LocSysp,n(X) we need to first extend its definition to derived
coefficients, i.e. we need to extend LocSysp,n(X) to a functor defined on the ∞-category of derived k-analytic
spaces dAfdk, such that when restricted to the full subcategory of discrete objects
Afdk →֒ dAfdk
we recover the k-analytic stack LocSysp,n(X). In order to provide a correct definition of a derived enhancement of
LocSysp,n(X)we employ the language of enriched∞-categories. Namely, givenZ ∈ dAfdk a derived k-affinoid
a continuous representation
ρ : Shét(X)→ BGLn
(
Γ(Z)
)
,
2
where Shét(X) denotes the étale homotopy type of X and Γ: dAfdopk → CAlgk the derived global sections
functor, corresponds to an object in the∞-category of functors
(1.1.2) FunCat∞(Ind(Pro(S)))
(
Shét(X),Perf(Γ(Z))
)
,
where we interpret the∞-category of perfect complexes Perf(Γ(Z)) as enriched over Ind(Pro(S)) in a suitable
sense. We will explore these constructions in both §4 and §5. More precisely, in §4 we treat the case of con-
tinuous representations ρ : Shét(X) → Perf(A) where A is a derived k◦-adic algebra. Studying derived k◦-adic
continuous representations of Shét(X) will prove useful in order to show that the∞-category
FunCat∞(Ind(Pro(S)))
(
Shét(X),Perf(Γ(Z))
)
∈ Cat∞
satisfies many pleasant conditions. We deal with this in §5, where we prove new results concerning the lifting of
continuous representations
ρ : Shét(X)→ BEnd(Γ(Z))
to a continuous representation
ρ : Shét(X)→ BEnd(A)
where A is a derived k◦-adic algebra such that Spf(A) is a formal model for Z ∈ dAfdk. This is possible thanks
to results concerning the existence of formal models for derived k-analytic spaces, proved in [Ant18].
We will then show that when we restrict ourselves to the full subcategories of (1.1.2) spanned by rank n free
modules we get the desired derived enhancement of LocSysp,n(X). With this knowledge at our disposal we are
able to show the following important result:
Theorem 1.1.3. The k-analytic stack
LocSysp,n(X) : Afd
op
k → S
admits a derived enhancement, which we denoteRLocSysℓ,n(X). Moreover, the derivedmoduli stackRLocSysℓ,n(X)
admits a global analytic cotangent complex. Given a Z ∈ dAfdk-point of RLocSysℓ,n(X)
ρ : Z → RLocSysℓ,n(X)
the analytic cotangent complex of RLocSysℓ,n(X) is canonically equivalent to
LanRLocSysℓ,n(X),ρ ≃ C
∗
ét
(
X,Ad(ρ)
)∨
[−1] ∈ModΓ(Z),
where C∗ét
(
X,Ad(ρ)
)∨
denotes the complex of étale cochains on the étale site of X with values in the derived
local system
Ad(ρ) := ρ⊗ ρ∨.
Using the main theorem [PY17, Theorem 7.1] we are thus able to show the following second main result:
Theorem 1.1.4. The functor
RLocSysℓ,n(X) : dAfd
op
k → S
is representable by a derived k-analytic stack whose 0-truncation agrees canonically with LocSysp,n(X).
1.2. Notations and Conventions. We shall denote k a non-archimedean field equipped with a non-trivial valua-
tion, k◦ its ring of integers and sometimes we will use the letter t ∈ k◦ to denote a uniformizer for k. We denote
Ank the category of strict k-analytic spaces and Afdk the full subcategory spanned by strict k-affinoid spaces and
we adopt the convention that whenever we mention k-affinoid or k-analytic space we mean strict k-affinoid and
strict k-analytic space, respectively. We denote fSchk◦ the category of quasi-separated formal schemes over the
formal spectrum Spf(k◦), where we consider k◦ equipped with its canonical topology induced by the valuation on
k. In order to make clear that we consider formal schemes over Spf(k◦), we shall often employ the terminology
k◦-adic scheme to refer to formal scheme over Spf k◦.
Let n ≥ 1, we shall make use of the following notations:
Ank := Spec k[T1, . . . , Tm], A
n
k◦ := Spf(k
◦〈T1, . . . , Tm〉)
and
A
n
k :=
(
Ank
)an
, Bnk := Sp(k〈T1, . . . Tm〉),
where (−)an denotes the usual analytification functor (−)an : Schk → Ank, see [Ber93]. We denote by GL
an
n
the analytification of the usual general linear group scheme over k, which associates to every k-affinoid algebra
A ∈ Afdk the general linear groupGLn(A) with A-coefficients.
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In this thesis we extensively use the language of∞-categories. Most of the times, we reason model indepen-
dently, however whenever needed we prove ∞-categorical results using the theory of quasi-categories and we
follows closely the notations in [Lur09b]. We use caligraphic letters C, D to denote ∞-categories. We denote
Cat∞ the∞-category of (small)∞-categories. We will denote by S the∞-category of spaces, Sfc the∞-category
of finite constructible space, see [Lur09a, §3.1]. Let C be an ∞-category, we denote by Ind(C) and Pro(C) the
corresponding∞-categories of ind-objects and pro-objects on C, respectively. When C = Sfc, the ∞-category
Pro(Sfc) is referred as the∞-category of profinite spaces.
Let R be a derived commutative ring. We will denote by CAlgR the ∞-category of derived k-algebras. The
latter can be realized as the associated∞-category to the usual model category of simplicial R-algebras.
We shall denote by CAlgad the ∞-category of derived adic algebras, introduced in [Lur16, §8.1]. Whenever
R admits a non-trivial adic topology, we denote CAlgadR :=
(
CAlgad
)
R/
the ∞-category of derived adic R-
algebras, i.e. derivedR-algebras equipped with an adic topology compatible with the adic topology onR together
with continuous morphisms between these.
Let R be a field. We shall denote by CAlgsmR the∞-category of small augmented derived R-algebras. When
R = k we denote by AnRingsmk the ∞-category of small augmented derived k-analytic rings over k, which is
naturally equivalent to CAlgsmk , see [Por15a, §8.2].
Let R be a discrete ring. We denote by CAlg♥R the 1-category of ordinary commutative rings over R. When
R admits an adic topology we shall denote CAlgad,♥R ⊆ CAlg
ad
R the full subcategory spanned by discrete derived
adic R-algebras. Let R denote a derived ring. We denote ModR the derived ∞-category of R-modules and
Coh+(X) ⊆ModR the full subcategory spanned by those almost perfect R-modules.
We need sometimes to enlarge the starting Grothendieck universe, and we often do not make explicit such it
procedure. Fortunately, this is innocuous for us. Given Z ∈ dAfdk a derived k-affinoid space andM ∈ Coh
+(Z)
an almost perfect sheaf on Z its mapping space of endomorphisms End(M) ∈ S admits a natural enrichment
over the ∞-category Ind(Pro(S)). We shall denote such enrichement by End(M). We will employ the same
notation wheneverM ∈ Coh+(A) whereA ∈ CAlgadk◦ . Namely, for suchM ∈ Coh
+(A) we denote End(M) the
E1-monoid like object on the∞-category Pro(S).
We will denote by
(
dAffk, τét,Psm
)
the algebraic geometric context and we denote by dSt
(
dAffk, τét,Psm
)
the
∞-category of derived geometric stacks with respect to
(
dAffk, τét,Psm
)
. Similary, whenever k denotes either the
fieldC of complex numbers or a non-archimedean field we will denote by
(
dAffk, τét,Psm
)
the analytic geometric
context and correspondingly dSt
(
dAnk, τét,Psm
)
the∞-category of derived geometric stacks with respect to the
analytic geometric context.
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2. REPRESENTABILITY OF THE SPACE OF MORPHISMS
Let G be a profinite group topologically of finite generation. One can consider the functor
LocSysframedp,n (G) : Afd
op
k → Set
given on objects by the formula
A ∈ Afdk 7→ Homcont
(
G,GLn(A)
)
∈ Set,
where Homcont
(
G,GLn(A)
)
denotes the set of continuous group homomorphisms
G→ GLn(A),
where we consider GLn(A) as a topological group via the induced topology on A ∈ Afdk. We will prove that
LocSysframedp,n (G) is representable by a k-analytic space, i.e.
LocSysframedp,n (X) ∈ Ank.
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The proof of representability is established first when G is a free profinite group. This is the main result of the
section. The case whereG is a more general topologically finitely generated profinite group follows directly from
the case of topologially free profinite groups.
Our main motivation to study LocSysframedp,n (G) follows from the fact that it forms a smooth atlas of the moduli
of continuous representations of G, which we shall designate the latter by LocSysp,n(G). One can show that
LocSysp,n(G) is equivalent to the ”stack-quotient” of LocSys
framed
p,n (G) by its natural action of the k-analytic
general linear groupGLann under conjugation.
Furthermore, the representability of LocSysframedp,n (G) entails the representability of LocSysp,n(G) as a geo-
metric stack with respect to the k-analytic context. We shall prove this latter assertion in §2.3 and review the main
basic notions concerning k-analytic stacks.
2.1. Preliminaries. This § reviews the basic notions of k-analytic geometry that we will use more often.
Definition 2.1.1. Let n ≥ 1 be an integer. The Tate k-algebra on n generators with radius (r1, . . . , rn) is defined
as
k〈r−11 T1, . . . , r
−1
n Tn〉 := {
∑
i1,...,in
ai1,...,inT
i1
1 . . . T
in
n ∈ k[[T1, . . . Tn]]| ai1,...,inr
i1
1 . . . r
in
n → 0},
whosemultiplicative structure is induced by the multiplicative structure on the formal power series ring k[[T1, . . . Tn]].
Definition 2.1.2. A k-affinoid algebra is a quotient of a Tate algebra k〈r−11 T1, . . . , r
−1
n Tn〉 by a finitely generated
ideal I .
Definition 2.1.3. Let A be a k-affinoid algebra we say that A is strict k-affinoid if we can choose such a presenta-
tion for A with the ri = 1, for each i. We denote by Afd
op
k the category of strict k-affinoid algebras together with
continuous k-algebra homomorphisms between them.
Remark 2.1.4. The k-algebra k〈r−11 T1, . . . , r
−1
n Tn〉 admits a canonical k-Banach structure induced by the usual
Gauss norm. Moreover, any finitely generated ideal I ⊂ k〈r−11 T1, . . . , r
−1
n Tn〉 is closed which implies that any
k-affinoid algebra A admits a k-Banach structure, depending on the choice of a presentation of A. Nonetheless it
is possible to show that any two such k-Banach structures on A are equivalent and therefore the latter inherits a
canonical topology, induced from the one on k〈r−11 T1, . . . , r
−1
n Tn〉 given by the Gauss norm.
Strict k-affinoid algebras correspond to the affine objects in (rigid) k-analytic geometry. Therefore, we define
the category of k-affinoid spaces as
Afdk := (Afd
op
k )
op.
Remark 2.1.5. Let A ∈ Afdopk denote a k-affinoid algebra. The given of a presentation of A of the form
A ∼= k〈T1, . . . , Tm〉/I
determines a formal model for A, i.e a p-complete k◦-adic algebra of topological finite presentationA0 such that
A ≃ A0 ⊗k◦ k.
in the category of k-algebras. One can simply take A0 to be
A0 := k
◦〈T1, . . . Tm〉/I ∩ k
◦〈T1, . . . Tm〉.
Definition 2.1.6. Given a k-affinoid alge bra A we denote byM(A) the set of semi-multiplicative seminorms on
A. Given x ∈ M(A) we can associate it a (closed) prime ideal of A. Namely, it corresponds to the kernel of
x : A→ R, ker(x) ⊆ A. The fact that it defines a prime ideal of A follows from multiplicativity of x ∈ M(A).
Notation 2.1.7. We denote by H(x) the completion of the residue field Frac(A/p), where p := ker(x). The field
H(x) possesses a canonical valuation, denoted | • |x, induced by the one on A and given a ∈ A we denote by
|a|x ∈ R the evaluation of | • |x on the image of a in H(x).
In Berkovich’s non-archimedean geometry it is possible to define the notion of relative interior, which is very
useful in practice. Let
φ : A→ A′
denote a bounded morphism of k-affinoid algebras. The relative interior of φ, denote Int(M(A′)/M(A)) is by
definition the set of points,
Int
(
M(A′)/M(A)
)
:= {x′ ∈ M(A′)|A′ → H(x′) is inner with respect to A},
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where inner with respect to A means that there exist a continuous surjective map
A〈r−11 T1, . . . , r
−1
n Tn〉 → A
′
of k-affinoid algebras which induces a norm on A′ equivalent to its original one and such that, for each i, we have
|Ti|x′ < ri.
Definition 2.1.8. One can glue k-affinoid spaces, as in algebraic geometry. A k-analytic space is defined as
a locally ringed space which locally is equivalent to a k-affinoid space. We denote by Ank the category of k-
analytic spaces and morphisms between these.
One then is able to globalizemost of the previous notions, in particular it is possible to give a global definition of
the relative interior of a morphism between k-analytic spaces. We refer the reader to [Ber93], [Con08] and [Bos05]
for a more detailed exposition on rigid geometry, from different points of view.
2.2. Hom spaces. Let G denote a profinite group of topological finite type which we fix throughout this §.
Consider the functor
LocSysframedp,n : Afd
op
k → Set
given informally on objects by the formula
A 7→ Homcont
(
G,GLn(A)
)
,
whereHomcont denotes the set of morphisms in the category of continuous groups, and we considerGLn(A) with
the topology induced by the topology of A viewed as a k-affinoid algebra.
Our goal in this section is to show that
LocSysframedp,n (G) ∈ Fun
(
Afdopk , Set
)
is representable by a k-analytic space. Let A ∈ Afdopk be a (strictly) k-affinoid algebra.
Notation 2.2.1. We will typically denote by A0 a formal model for A, i.e., a (p-adic complete) k◦-algebra of
topological finite presentation such that we have an isomorphism
A0 ⊗k◦ k ≃ A.
Remark 2.2.2. By choice of A0, we conclude that A0 can be identified with an open subring of A. For this
reason, the topology of A can be thought as an ind-pro topology, in which the pro-structure comes from the fact
that formal models are p-adic complete and the ind-structure arises after localizing at p.
Remark 2.2.3. Fix a formal model A0 for A, as above. The topology on A0 admits the family {πnA0}n≥1 as
a fundamental family of open neighborhoods around 0 ∈ A0. Consequently, for k ≥ 0, we have a fundamental
family of normal open subgroups
Id + pk+1 ·Mn(A0)EGLn(A0).
These form a basis of normal open subgroups for the topology on GLn(A0) induced by A0. We have moreover
canonical isomorphisms
GLn(A0)/
(
Id + pkMn(A0)
)
≃ GLn(A0/p
kA0).
We have thus a canonical isomorphism
GLn(A0) ∼= lim
k≥1
(
GLn(A0)/
(
Id + pkMn(A0)
))
.
Thus it is p-adically complete. The same reasoning holds for the topological group Id + pk ·Mn(A0), for each
k ≥ 1. More concretely, we have isomorphisms
Id + pk ·Mn(A0) ∼= lim
m≥1
(
Id + pk ·Mn(A0)/(Id + p
k+m ·Mn(A0)
)
.
Notation 2.2.4. We denote by F̂r a fixed free profinite group of rank r. It can be explicitly realized as the profinite
completion of a free group on r generators, Fr. The latter can be realized as a dense full subgroup of F̂r. We will
thus fix throughout the text a continuous dense group inclusion homomorphism Fr → F̂r and a set of generators
e1, . . . , er ∈ Fr which become topological generators of the profinite group F̂r.
Remark 2.2.5. Let FinGrp denote the category of finite groups. The category of profinite group corresponds to
its pro-completion, Pro(FinGrp). For each r ≥ 1, the groups F̂r ∈ Pro(FinGrp) satisfy the universal property
given by the formula
HomPro(FinGrp)(F̂r, G) ∼= G
r , for anyG ∈ Pro(FinGrp).
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Notation 2.2.6. Let us fix Jr a final family of normal open subgroups of finite index in F̂r, i.e., such that we have
a continuous group isomorphism,
limU∈Jr F̂r/U ≃ F̂r.
Remark 2.2.7. Given U ∈ Jr, the quotient group
F̂r/U ≃ Γ
is finite and therefore of finite presentation. It follows that U admits a finite family of generators σ1, . . . , σl.
Moreover, thanks to the Nielsen-Schreier theorem the group U is topologically finitely generated free profinite.
Consider furthermore the dense group inclusion homomorphism
Fr → F̂r,
then U ∩ Fr → U is a discrete subgroup of U which is again dense in U . Therefore, we can assume without loss
of generality that σ1, . . . , σl ∈ U ∩ Fr.
Notation 2.2.8. Let σ =
∏
i e
nji
i ∈ F̂r be a general element of the profinite group F̂r. Suppose furthermore we
are given a group morphism
ρ : F̂r → GLn(A)
such thatM1 := ρ(e1), . . . ,Mr := ρ(er). We denote by
σ
(
M1, . . .Mr
)
:=
∏
i
M
nji
i ∈ GLn(A),
whenever the right hand side is well defined, (which is always the case when the product on the left hand side is
indexed by a finite set).
Definition 2.2.9. Let U ∈ Jr and fix σ1, . . . , σl ∈ U ∩ F̂r a finite number of topological generators for U . We
define the functor
LocSysframedp,n (U, σ1, . . . , σl) : Afdk → Set,
given on objects by the formula,
A 7→ LocSysframedp,n (U, σ1, . . . , σl)(A)
:= {(M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ GLn(A)
r : for each i ∈ [1, l], |σi(M1, . . . ,Mr)− Id| ≤ |p|}.
WhenA0 is a formalmodel forA, we denote byLocSys
framed
p,n (U, σ1, . . . , σl)(A0) the set of those (M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈
GLn(A0)
r such that the mod p reduction
σ(M1, . . . ,Mr) = Id, mod p
Remark 2.2.10. Let U ∈ Jr, A ∈ Afd
op
k and A0 be a formal model for A. Then the set
LocSysframedp,n (U, σ1, . . . , σl)(A0) ∈ Set
does not depend on the choice of the topological generators for U . More precisely, if τ1, . . . τs ∈ U ∩Fr denote a
different choice of topological generators for U , we have a natural bijection of sets
LocSysframedp,n (U, σ1, . . . , σl)(A0) = LocSys
framed
p,n (U, τ1, . . . , τs)(A0).
In order to see this, it suffices to note that, for each n ≥ 1, the mod pn reduction of
(M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ LocSys
framed
p,n (U, σ1, . . . , σl)(A0/π
nA0)
corresponds to a group homomorphism
Γ := F̂r/U → GLn(A0/πA0).
As group homomorphisms are independent of the choice of presentation for Γ the set
LocSysframedp,n (U, σ1, . . . , σl)(A0/π
n) ∈ Set
does not depend on such choices, either. As A0 is π-adic complete„ passing to inverse limits we deduce that
LocSysframedp,n (U, σ1, . . . , σl)(A0)
is independent of the choice of topological generators for U , as desired.
Notation 2.2.11. Following Remark 2.2.10 we will denote the set LocSysframedp,n (U, σ1, . . . , σl) simply by
LocSysframedp,n (U)(A0) ∈ Set.
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Lemma 2.2.12. Let A ∈ Afdopk be an k-affinoid algebra and A0 an k
◦-formal model for A. Then there is a
bijection
Homcont
(
F̂r,GLn(A0)
)
∼= colim
U∈Jr
LocSysframedp,n
(
U
)
(A0),
of sets, for each r ≥ 1.
Proof. Since
Homcont
(
F̂r,GLn(A0))
)
denotes the set of continuous group homomorphisms in the category of pro-discrete groups we have a bijection
Homcont
(
F̂r,GLn(A0)
)
∼= lim
k
colim
Γ∈Jr
HomGrp
(
Γ,GLn(A0/p
k+1A0)
)
.
of sets. It therefore suffices to show that we have a bijection,
lim
k
colim
U∈Jr
HomGrp
(
ΓU ,GLn(A0/p
k+1A0)
)
∼= colim
U∈Jr
LocSysframedp,n
(
U
)
(A0),
where ΓU denotes the finite group F̂r/U . We assert that there exists a canonical morphism,
φ : lim
k
colim
U∈Jr
HomGrp
(
ΓU ,GLn(A0/p
k+1A0)
)
→ colim
U∈Jr
LocSysframedp,n
(
U
)
(A0).
In order to prove this assertion we observe that a group morphism
ρk : ΓUk → GLn(A0/p
k+1A0),
with Uk ∈ Jr, is determined by the image of the r generators of ΓUk which correspond to r matrices in
GLn(A0/p
k+1A0). Therefore given such a system of compatible group homomorphisms {ρk}k one can asso-
ciate an r-vector (M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ GLn(A0)r such that its mod p reduction satisfies
σi(M1, . . . ,Mr) = Id,
where σ1, . . . , σl ∈ U ∩ Fr denotes a choice of a finite set of topological generators for U1. Thus
(M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ XU1 (A0).
This shows the existence of the desired map. We now construct maps
ψU : LocSys
framed
p,n
(
U
)
(A0)→ lim
k
colim
U ′∈Jr
HomGrp
(
Γ,GLn(A0/p
k+1A0)
)
,
for each U ∈ Jr, such that when we assemble these together we obtain the desired inverse for φ. In order to
construct ψU , we start by fixing topological generators
σ1, . . . , σl ∈ U ∩ Fr
for U . Let (M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ LocSys
framed
p,n
(
U
)
(A0). As we have seen these matrices define a continuous group
homomorphism
F̂r → GLn(A0/pA0).
Thanks to Lemma 2.2.13 below the matrices
σ1(M1, . . . ,Mr), . . . , σl(M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ Id + pMn(A0)
determine a continuous group homomorphism
ρ1 : U → Id+ pMn(A0).
Then the inverse image
U ′2 := ρ
−1
1
(
Id+ p2Mn(A0)
)
is an open normal subgroup of U of finite index. As U itself is an open subgroup of F̂r of finite index we conclude
that U ′2 is also a finite index subgroup of F̂r. As open normal subgroup of finite index in F̂r define a final family
for F̂r we conclude that there exists U2 ∈ Jr such that ρ1(U2) is a subgroup of Id + p2Mn(A0). Consequently,
the matrices (M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ XU (A0) define a group homomorphism
ρ2 : F̂r/U2 → GLn(A0/p
2A0).
By iterating the process we obtain a sequence of continuous group homomorphisms
{ρi : F̂r/Ui → GLn(A0/p
iA0)}i ∈ lim
i
colim
U∈Jr
Homgrp(ΓU ,GLn(A0/p
iA0)).
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Assembling these together we obtain a continuous group homomorphism ρ ∈ Homcont(F̂r,GLn(A0). It follows
easily by our construction that,
colim
U∈Jr
(ψU ) : colim
U∈Jr
LocSysframedp,n
(
U
)
(A0)→ Homcont
(
F̂r,GLn(A0)
)
,
is the inverse map of φ, as desired. 
Lemma 2.2.13 (Burnside problem for topologically nilpotent p-groups). Let A ∈ Afdopk and A0 be a formal
model for A. For each k ≥ 1, we have a natural bijection
Homcont
(
F̂r, Id + p
k+1Mn(A0)
)
= Id + pk+1Mn(A0).
Proof. Noticing that the quotient groups,(
Id + pkMn(A0)/(Id + p
k+m+1Mn(A0)
)
,
are torsion, i.e., every element has finite order and we conclude that
Homcont
(
Ẑ, Id + pk+1Mn(A0)
)
= Id + pk+1Mn(A0),
where Ẑ denotes the profinite completion of Z. This finishes the proof when r = 1. The same holds for general
F̂r, i.e., we have a canonical equivalence,
Homcont
(
F̂r, Id + p
k+1Mn(A0)
)
=
(
Id + pk+1Mn(A0)
)r
.
In order to prove this last assertion it suffices to show that any finitely generated subgroup of the quotient(
Id + pkMn(A0)/(Id + p
k+m+1Mn(A0)
)
,
for some positive integerm ≥ 1, is finite (i.e. the Burnside problem admits an affirmative answer in this particular
case). In order to justify the given assertion we fix G a finitely generated subgroup of(
Id + pkMn(A0)/(Id + p
k+l+1Mn(A0)
)
.
By assumption it is generated by matrices of the form Id+ pk+1N1, . . . , Id+ pk+1Ns, for some s ≥ 1. Therefore
a general element of G can be written as,
Id + pk+1(n1,1N1 + · · ·+ n1,sNs) + · · ·+ p
k+l−1(na−1,1Na−1,1 + · · ·+ na−1,sl−1Na−1,sl−1),
where theNi,j , for i, j ∈ [1, a−1]× [1, sa−1], denote products of theNi having a−1multiplicative terms, where
a denotes the least integer such that k × (a+ 1) ≥ l. By the Pigeonhole principle there are only finite number of
such choices for the integers ni,j for (i, j) ∈ [1, l− 1]× [1, sl−1] and the result follows. 
Proposition 2.2.14. Let A ∈ Afdopk be an k-affinoid algebra then we have a natural bijection,
Homcont
(
F̂r,GLn(A)
)
≃ colim
U∈Jr,σ1,...,σl generators
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
(A).
Proof. Let ρ : F̂r → GLn(A) be a continuous homomorphism of topological groups and let e1, . . . , er be the
fixed topological generators of F̂r. Let
Mi := ρ(ei) ∈ GLn(A)
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r. The group Id + p ·Mn(A0) is open in GLn(A0) and the latter open in GLn(A). We thus
deduce that the inverse image
U := ρ−1
(
Id + pMn(A0)
)
is an open subgroup of F̂r and it has thus finite index in F̂r, moreover as Jr is a final family for F̂r one can
suppose without loss of generality, up to shrinking U , that U ∈ Jr and thus normal in F̂r. Choosing a finite set
of topological generators for ρ−1
(
Id + π ·Mn(A0)
)
we deduce that the (M1, . . . ,Mr) satisfy the inequalities, in
GLn(A), associated to such generators, therefore
(M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ colim
U∈Jr,generators σ1,...,σl
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
(A)
which proves the direct inclusion. We conclude that the association
ρ ∈ Homcont(F̂r,GLn(A)) 7→ (ρ(e1), . . . , ρ(er)) ∈ colim
U∈Jr,σ1,...,σl generators
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
(A),
defines a well defined map of sets. Let us prove that we have a well defined inverse map. We consider
(M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ GLn(A)
r
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such that σi(M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ Id + π · Mn(A0) for a finite family {σi}i∈[1,l], all lying in the dense subgroup
Fr ⊂ F̂r, of topological generators of a finite index normal open subgroup of F̂r, which we shall denote by U .
We remark that U is a free profinite by the version of Nielsen-Schreier theorem for open subgroups of free
profinite groups, see [RS08, Theorem 3.3.1]. By Lemma 2.2.13 we conclude that
(σ1(M1, . . . ,Mr), . . . , σl(M1, . . . ,Mr)) ∈ GLn(A)
r
defines a continuous group homomorphism
ρ¯ : U ≃ Fˆ pfl → Id + pMn(A0).
Therefore, we have the following diagram in the category of topological groups,
Fr F̂r U
GLn(A) GLn(A) Id+ pMn(A0).
(M1,...,Mr)
=
We want to show that we can fill the above diagram with a continuous morphisms F̂r → GLn(A) making the
whole diagram commutative. Since U is of finite index in F̂r we can choose elements
g1, . . . gm ∈ Fr ⊂ F̂r
such that these form a (faithful) system of representatives for the finite group F̂r/U . For i ∈ [1,m] write
gi :=
∏
ji
e
nji
ji
,
where this product is finite and unique by the assumption that the gi ∈ Fr. Every element of h ∈ F̂r can be written
as h = giσ, for some gi as above and σ ∈ U . Let us then define
ρ(h) :=
(∏
ji
M
nji
ji
)
ρ¯(σ) ∈ GLn(A).
We are left to verify that the association
h ∈ F̂r 7→ ρ¯(h) ∈ GLn(A)
gives a well defined continuous group homomorphism. Let
g :=
∏
s
enss ∈ Fr ⊂ F̂r
and σ′ ∈ U such that gσ′ = h = giσ. We first prove that
ρ¯(h) =
(∏
s
Mnss
)
ρ¯(σ′).
Suppose that σ, σ′ ∈ U ∩ Fr, then it follows that h ∈ Fr. The result then follows in this case, since we have fixed
a group homomorphism
(M1, . . . ,Mr) : Fr → GLn(A),
which is necessarily continuous. Suppose then that it is not the case that
σ, σ′ ∈ U ∩ Fr.
Let (σn)n and (σn′)n′ be sequences of elements in U ∩ Fr converging to σ and σ′, respectively. We observe
that this is possible since Fr is dense in F̂r and U ∩ Fr is a free (discrete) group whose profinite completion is
canonically equivalent to U , thus dense in U . For this reason, we obtain that
g−1giσ = σ
′
and we get moreover that g−1giσn converges to σ′. Thus the elements
(
∏
s
M
−ns−1
s−1 )(
∏
ji
M
nji
ji
)ρ(σm) ∈ GLn(A) ,
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where our notations are clear from the context, converge to ρ(σ′) by continuity of ρ. They also converge to the
element
(
∏
s
M
−ns−1
s−1 )(
∏
ji
M
nji
ji
) ∈ GLn(A)
by continuity of the group multiplication onGLn(A). Since the topology on A comes from a norm on A, making
the latter a Banach k-algebra we conclude that A is Hausdorff and so it is GLn(A). This implies that converging
sequences in GLn(A) admit a unique limit. We conclude therefore that,
ρ(σ′) = (
∏
s
M
−ns−1
s−1 )(
∏
ji
M
nji
ji
)ρ(σ),
thus giving the desired equality,
(
∏
s
Mnss )ρ(σ
′) = (
∏
ji
M
nji
ji
)ρ(σ),
proving that ρ : F̂r → GLn(A) is a well defined map. We wish to show that it is a continuous group homomor-
phism. Our definitions make clear that to check multiplicativity of ρ it suffices to show that for every g ∈ Fr and
sigma ∈ U we have,
ρ(gσg−1) = ρ(g)ρ(σ)ρ(g−1).
Pick again a converging sequence (σn)n, in Fr ∩ U , such that σn converges to σ. Then for each n we have,
ρ(gσng
−1) = ρ(g)ρ(σn)ρ¯(g
−1),
and by passing to the limit, we obtain the desired equality. We are reduced to show that ρ is continuous. Let V be
an open subset ofGLn(A). The intersection V ∩ (Id + pMn(A0) is open in GLn(A). Thus,
ρ−1(V ∩ (Id + pMn(A0) = ρ
−1(V ∩ (Id + pMn(A0))
is open in U . Therefore, the quotient U/(V ∩ (Id + pMn(A0)) is discrete, since U is of finite index in F̂r. We
conclude that,
U/ρ−1(V ∩ (Id + pMn(A0))→ F̂r/ρ
−1(V )
exhibits the quotient
U/ρ−1(V ∩ (Id + pMn(A0))
as a subgroup of finite index in F̂r/ρ−1(V ). Thus the latter is necessarily discrete. The result now follows, since
we have that ρ−1(V ) is an open subset in F̂r. 
Notation 2.2.15. We will denote
LocSysframedp,n (F̂r)(A) := colim
U∈Jr ,σ1,...,σl
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
(A)
∼= Homcont
(
F̂r,GLn(A)
)
.
Remark 2.2.16. LetGLann denote the analytification of the general linear group schemeGLn over Speck. Propo-
sition 2.2.14 allows us to write LocSysframedp,n (F̂r) as a union of subfunctors,LocSys
framed
p,n (U, σ1, . . . , σl). Where,
for each U ∈ Jr and σ1, . . . , σl, LocSys
framed
p,n (U, σ1, . . . , σl) is given on the objects of Afdk by the formula,
A 7→ LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
(A)
:= {(M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ GLn(A)
r : such that for each i ∈ [1, l], |σi(M1, . . . ,Mr)− Id| ≤ |π|}.
Lemma 2.2.17. The functor LocSysframedp,n (U, σ1, . . . , σl) as above, is representable by a (strict) k-analytic space.
Proof. Let GL0n = SpB
(
k〈Tij〉[
1
det ]
)
denote the closed unit disk ofGLann and
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)0
∈ Ank
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denote the pullback of LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
along the inclusion morphism GL0n →֒ GL
an
n computed in
the category Ank. Consider the following cartesian diagram
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl, B
)0
SpBB
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)0
(GL0n)
r
where B ∈ Afdopk is a k-affinoid algebra and
(M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ GL
0
n(B)
r = GLn(B
0)r
corresponds to a given morphism of k-analytic spaces SpBB → (GL
0
n)
r. It follows that
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl, B
)0
∈ Fun
(
Afdopk , Set
)
corresponds to the subfunctor of SpBB whose value on k-affinoid algebra A consists of the set
X
0
U,σ1,...,σl,B(A) := {f : B → A : for each i, |σi(M1, . . . ,Mr)− Id| ≤ |p|, in A}.
Therefore, at the level of the points, the functor
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl, B
)0
parametrizes those points x ∈ SpBB such that, for each i,
|σ(M1, . . . ,Mr)− Id|(x) ≤ |p|(x)
It is clear from our description, that this latter functor is representable by a Weierstrass subdomain of SpBB.
As (GL0n)
r is a (strict) k-affinoid space, it follows that LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
is representable in the cat-
egory Afdk, (consider in the above diagram with SpBB = GL
0
n and (M1, . . . ,Mr) the r-vector whose matrix
components correspond to identity morphism of GL0n).
Let ci ∈ |k×| be a decreasing sequence of real numbers converging to 0, there is a natural isomorphism
(GL0n)
r ≃ colim
i
(GL0n)
r
ci ,
where (GL0n)
r
ci denotes a copy of (GL
0
n)
r indexed by ci, and the inclusion morphisms in the corresponding
diagram sends (GL0n)
r
ci to the closed disk of radius c
−1
i inside of (GL
0
n)
r
ci+1 . Henceforth we have canonical
isomorphisms
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
∼= colim
i
(
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)0)
ci
,
which is a union of k-affinoid subdomains where the image of an element in the filtered diagram lies in the
interior, in Berkovich’s sense, of the successive one. We thus conclude that LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
is itself
representable by an k-analytic space. 
Theorem 2.2.18. For each r ≥ 1, the functor
LocSysframedp,n (F̂r) : Afd
op
k → Set,
given on objects by the formula,
A ∈ Afdk 7→ {(M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ GLn(A) : there exists i, |σi(M1, . . .Mr)− Id| ≤ |p|} ∈ Set,
is representable by a (strict) k-analytic space.
Proof. We start by remarking that if U ′ ⊂ U is an inclusion of subgroups lying in the family Jr then they induce
an inclusion
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
→֒ LocSysframedp,n
(
U ′, τ1, . . . , τs
)
.
We employ the notation
σi(M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ Id + pMn(A0)
where the σi denote a choice of generators for U , lying in the dense subgroup U ∩ Fr. It follows that we have
necessarily
τ ′j(M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ Id + pMn(A0)
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for a choice of generators for U ′, lying in U ′∩Fr , denoted τ1, . . . τs. By the proof of our previous result it follows
that the functor
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
: Afdopk → Set
is representable by a k-analytic subdomain of LocSysframedp,n
(
U ′, τ1, . . . , τs
)
. Since we are interested in the repre-
sentability of the space
LocSysframedp,n
(
F̂r
)
∼= colim
U∈Jr,generatorsσ1,...σl
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
,
we need to check that the inclusions
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
→֒ LocSysframedp,n
(
U ′, τ1, . . . , τs
)
are nice enough whenever U denotes a sufficiently large (finite) index subgroup of F̂r. Fix U ∈ Jr and let
σ1, . . . , σl be a finite set of generators for U . Given a k-affinoid algebra A and
(M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ LocSys
framed
p,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
(A)
we can write
σi(M1, . . . ,Mr) = Id + p ·Ni,
for suitable matrices Ni ∈ Mn(A0), for each i. Moreover the r-tuple (M1, . . . ,Mr) define a continuous group
homomorphism
ρ : F̂r → GLn(A).
By Lemma 2.2.13, quotients of the pro-p-group Id + pMn(A0) are of p-torsion. Let U ′ ∈ Jr such that
U ′ ⊂ ρ−1(Id + p2Mn(A0)).
Given τ1, . . . , τs generators for U ′ as above we have
|τi(M1, . . . ,Mr)− Id| ≤ |p
2| < |p|,
for each i ∈ [1, s]. This implies that
(M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ Int
(
LocSysframedp,n
(
U ′, τ1, . . . , τs
)
/(GLann )
r
)
,
For each U ∈ Jr, LocSys
framed
p,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
is a k-analytic subdomain of (GLann )
r, and therefore
Int
(
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
/(GLann )
r
)
→֒ (GLann )
r
is an open subset of (GLann )
r, [Con08, Exercise 4.5.3]. Moreover, the functor
LocSysframedp,n (F̂r) →֒ : Afd
op
k → Set
is a subfunctor of (GLann )
r, which follows readily from the definitions. We can therefore (canonically) associate
to LocSysframedp,n (F̂r) a topological subspace
X :=
⋃
Γ∈Jr
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
∼=
⋃
Γ∈Jr
Int
(
LocSysframedp,n (U, σ1, . . . , σl)/(GL
an
n )
r
)
,
Therefore, the topological space X corresponds to an open subspace of the underlying topological space of
(GLann )
r. Consequently, the former is necessarily an Hausdorff space. We will construct a canonical k-analytic
structure on it and show that such k-analytic space represents the functor LocSysframedp,n (F̂r). As each
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
∈ Ank
is a k-analytic space we can take the maximal atlas and quasi-net on it consisting of k-affinoid subdomains of
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
, which we denote by TU,σ1,...,σl . As X can be realized as a filtered union of the
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
we conclude that the union of the quasi-nets TU,σ1,...,σl induces a quasi-net T on
LocSysframedp,n (F̂r). In order to prove this we shall show that given a point x ∈ X we need to be able to find a
finite collection V1, . . . , Vn of compact Hausdorff subsets of X such that x ∈
⋂
i Vi and moreover V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vn
is an open neighborhood of x inside X . In order to show such condition on T, we notice first that that we can
choose U ∈ Jr of sufficiently large finite index in F̂r such that
x ∈ LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
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lies in its relative interior Int
(
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
/(GLann )
r
)
. By the k-analytic structure on
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
∈ Ank
we conclude that we can take V1, . . . , Vn k- affinoid subdomains of LocSys
framed
p,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
satisfying the
above condition.
We are reduced to show that the union V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vn is open in LocSys
framed
p,n (F̂r). By shrinking the Vi
of larger index in F̂r, if necessary, we can assume that the union V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vn lies inside the relative interior
Int
(
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
/(GLann )
r
)
and is open in LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
. As a consequence, the
latter is open in
Int(LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
/(GLann )
r
)
.
The latter is also open in (GLann )
r, consequently also the union V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vn is open in (GLn)r. We conclude
that there exists an open subsetW of (GLann )
r such that
V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vn = LocSys
framed
p,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
∩ U = Int
(
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
/(GLann )
r
)
∩W
and therefore V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vn is itself open in (GL
an
n )
r. We conclude thus that V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vn is also open in
LocSysframedp,n (F̂r), as desired. Clearly, T induces quasi-nets on the intersections
W ∩W ′
for any W, W ′ ∈ T as we can always choose a sufficiently large finite quotient Γ of F̂r such that W, W ′ ⊂
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
. The fact that the union of the maximal atlas on each LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
gives an atlas on X , with respect to T, is also clear from the definitions. We conclude that the topological space
X is endowed with a natural structure of k-analytic space (in fact, a k-analytic subdomain of (GLann )
r). We shall
show that the k-analytic space X represents the functor
LocSysframedp,n (F̂r) : Afd
op
k → Set.
As k-affinoid spaces are compact we conclude that any map
SpBA→ X
factor through some LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
as their union equals the union of the respective relative interi-
ors. As SpBA is quasi-compact, it follows from Proposition 2.2.14, that the functor of points, thanks to associated
to X is canonically equivalent to LocSysframedp,n (F̂r) and the result follows. 
Corollary 2.2.19. Let G be a profinite group topologically of finite type then the functor
LocSysframedp,n (G) : Afd
op
k → Set,
given on objects by the formula
A ∈ Afdopk → Homcont
(
G,GLn(A)
)
∈ Set,
is representable by a k-analytic space.
Proof. Let us fix a continuous surjection of profinite groups
q : F̂r → G,
for some integer r ≤ 1. LetH denote the kernel of q. Thanks to Theorem 2.2.18 we know that LocSysframedp,n (F̂r)
is representable by a k-analytic stack. We have an inclusion at the level of functor of points
q∗ : LocSys
framed
p,n (G)→ LocSys
framed
p,n (F̂r)
induced by precomposing continuous homomorphisms ρ : G → GLn(A) with q. We show that the morphism
q∗ is representable and a closed immersion. Let SpBA be a k-affinoid space and suppose given a morphism of
k-analytic spaces,
ρ : SpBA→ LocSys
framed
p,n (F̂r),
which corresponds to a continuous representation ρ : G→ GLn(A). We want to compute the fiber product
SpBA×LocSysframedp,n (F̂r)
LocSysframedp,n (G).
Since SpBA is quasi-compact and we have an isomorphism at the underlying topological spaces,
LocSysframedp,n (F̂r)
∼= colim
U∈Jr,generators σ1,...,σl
Int
(
XU,σ1,...,σl/(GLn)
r
)
,
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we conclude that
ρ : SpA→ LocSysframedp,n (F̂r)
factors through a k-analytic subspace of the form LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)
, for suitable such U ∈ Jr and
σ1, . . . , σl. By applying again the same reasoning we can assume further that
ρ : SpBA→ LocSys
framed
p,n (F̂r)
factors through some LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)0
as in the proof of Lemma 2.2.17. The latter is k-affinoid, say
X
0
U,σ1,...,σl
∼= SpBB
in the categoryAfdk, for some k-affinoid algebra B. Let X 0G,U,σ1,...,σl denote the fiber product,
LocSysframedp,n
(
G,U, σ1, . . . , σl
)0
LocSysframedp,n (G)
LocSysframedp,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)0
LocSysframedp,n (F̂r)
.
By construction, the set
X
0
G,U,σ1,...,σl
(A) ∈ Set
corresponds to those (M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ LocSys
framed
p,n
(
U, σ1, . . . , σl
)0
(A) such that
h(M1, . . . ,Mr) = Id,
for every h ∈ H ∩ Fr ⊂ H . Then we have an equivalence of fiber products,
Z := SpA×LocSysframedp,n (F̂r)
LocSysframedp,n (G)
∼= SpA×
LocSysframedp,n
(
U,σ1,...,σl
)0 LocSysframedp,n (G,U, σ1, . . . , σl)0
As every k-affinoid algebra is Noetherian, [Con08, Theorem 1.1.5], we conclude that Z parametrizes points which
determined by finitely many equations with coefficients in A ∈ Afdopk , induced from the relations defining H
inside F̂r, (after choosing topological generators for F̂r). We conclude that Z is a closed subspace of SpA and
thus representable. The result now follows. 
Remark 2.2.20. Given G a profinite group as above there is a canonical action of the k-analytic group GLn on
LocSysframedp,n (G) via conjugation. Furthermore, continuous representations of a group correspond precisely to
the conjugacy classes of elements in LocSysframedp,n (G) under the action ofGL
an
n .
2.3. Geometric contexts and geometric stacks. Our next goal is to give an overview of the general framework
that allow us to define the notion of a geometric stack. Our motivation comes from the need to define the moduli
stack of continuous representations of a profinite groupG (of topological finite presentation) as a non-archimedean
geometric stack. This latter object should be obtained by taking the quotient of LocSysframedp,n (G) by the conju-
gation action of GLann on LocSys
framed
p,n (G). We will review these notions and show that such we are able to
construct such a quotient via a formal procedure.
Definition 2.3.1. A geometric context (C, τ,P) consists of an∞-site (C, τ), see [Lur09b, Definition 6.2.2.1], and
a class P of morphisms in C verifying:
(i) Every representable sheaf is a hypercomplete sheaf on (C, τ).
(ii) The class P is closed under equivalences, compositions and pullbacks.
(iii) Every τ -covering consists of moprhisms in P.
(iv) For any morphism f : X → Y in C, if there exists a τ -covering {Ui → X} such that each composition
Ui → Y belongs to P then f belongs to P.
Notation 2.3.2. Let (C, τ) denote an∞-site. We denote by Shv(C, τ) the∞-category of sheaves on (C, τ). It can
be realized as a presentable left localization of the∞-category of presheaves on C, PSh(C) := Fun
(
Cop, S
)
.
Given a geometric context (C, τ,P) it is possible to form an∞-category of geometric stacksGeom(C, τ,P) via
an inductive definition as follows:
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Definition 2.3.3. A morphism in F → G in Shv(C, τ) is (−1)-representable if for every map X → G, where
X is a representable object of Shv(C, τ), the base change F ×G X is also representable. Let n ≥ 0, we say that
F ∈ Shv(C, τ) is n-geometric if it satisfies the following two conditions:
(i) It admits an n-atlas, i.e. a morphism p : U → F from a representable object U such that p is (n − 1)-
representable and it lies in P.
(ii) The diagonal map F → F × F is (n− 1)-representable.
Definition 2.3.4. We say that F ∈ Shv(C, τ) is locally geometric if F can be written as an union of n-geometric
stacks F =
⋃
iGi, for possible varying n, such that each Gi is open in F , i.e., after base change by representable
objects the corresponding inclusion morphisms are open immersions.
An important feature that one desires to be satisfied in a geometric context (C, τ,P) is the notion of closedness
under τ -descent.
Definition 2.3.5. Let (C, τ) be an ∞-site. The ∞-category C is closed under τ -descent if for any morphism
F → Y , where F, Y ∈ Shv(C, τ) and Y is required to be representable and for any τ -covering {Yi → Y } the
pullback F ×Y Yi is representable then so is F .
Remark 2.3.6. When the geometric context is closed under τ -descent the definition of a geometric stack becomes
simpler since it turns out to be ambiguous to require the representability of the diagonal map.
Example 2.3.7. Many examples of geometric contexts can be given but our main object of study will be the
geometric context (Afdk, τét,Psm), where τét denotes the quasi-étale topology on Afdk, and Psm denotes the
collection of quasi-smooth morphisms, see [Ber94] chapter 3 for the definitions of quasi-étale and quasi-smooth
morphisms of k-analytic spaces. Such geometric context is closed under τét-descent and we will call the corre-
sponding geometric stacks as k-analytic stacks.
Let G be a smooth group object in the∞-category Shv(C, τ). Suppose that G acts on a representable object
X . We can form its quotient stack via the (homotopy) colimit of the diagram,
. . . G2 ×X G×X X
We denote such (homotopy) colimit by [X/G] and refer it as the stacky quotient ofX by G.
Lemma 2.3.8. Let (C, τ,P) be a geometric context satisfying τ -descent. Let G be a smooth group object in the
∞-category Shv(C, τ) acting on a representable objectX . Then the stacky quotient [X/G] is a geometric stack.
Proof. It suffices to verify condition (1) of Definition 2.12. By definitoin of [X/G] we have a canonical morphism
X → [X/G] which is easily seen to be (-1)-representable and smooth. Therefore, [X/G] is a 0-geometric stack.

Definition 2.3.9. Let G be a profinite group of topological finite presentation. We define the k-analytic stack of
continuous representations of G
LocSysp,n(G) := [LocSys
framed
p,n (G)/GL
an
n ] ∈ St
(
Afdk, τét,Psm
)
.
Thanks to Corollary 2.2.19 we obtain the following important result:
Theorem 2.3.10. Let G be a profinite group of topological finite presentation. Then the groupoid-valued functor
LocSysp,n(G) : Afdk → S
is representable by a geometric stack.
Proof. The result is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.3.8 together with Corollary 2.2.19. 
Corollary 2.3.11. Let X be a smooth and proper scheme over an algebraically closed field. Then the k-analytic
stack parametrizing continuous representations of πét1 (X) is representable by a geometric stack.
Proof. It follows immediately by Theorem 2.3.10 together with the fact that under such assumptions on X its
étale fundamental group πét1 (X) is topologically of finite generation. 
Remark 2.3.12. As LocSysframedp,n (G) is a representable object in the ∞-category Shv(Afd
op
k , τét), GL
an
n is a
smooth group object in Shv(Afdopk , τét) and the corresponding geometric context satisfies descent we conclude by
Lemma 2.3.8 that the quotient [LocSysframedp,n (G)/GL
an
n ] is representable by a geometric stack.
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Remark 2.3.13. The geometric stack LocSysp,n(G) is not, in general, a mapping stack. However the reader
should think of it as a continuous version of the latter. It would thus be desirable to say that LocSysp,n(G) is
equivalent to
MapInd(Pro(S))
(
BG,BGLann
)
,
where the latter consists of the stack of morphisms between BG and BGLann , considered as ind-pro-stacks. This
is not really the case, but it a reasonable conceptual approximation. We will explore this idea in detail using the
language of Ind(Pro(S))-enriched∞-categories.
3. MODULI OF k-LISSE SHEAVES ON THE ÉTALE SITE OF A PROPER NORMAL SCHEME
LetX be a proper normal scheme over an algebraically closed field K . Let
x¯ : SpecK → X
be a fixed geometric point of X . Thanks to [GR, Theorem 2.9, exposé 10] the étale fundamental group πét1 (X)
is topologically of finite presentation. As a consequence, the results proved in the previous §hold true for the
profinite groupG = πét1 (X). In particular,
LocSysp,n(X) := LocSysp,n(π
ét
1 (X))
is representable by a k-analytic stack. In this §, we will show that the moduli LocSysp,n(X) parametrizes pro-
étale local systems of rank n on X . This is a consequence of the fact that the étale fundamental group of X
parametrizes étale local systems onX with finite coefficients. As we are interested in the local systems valued in
k-affinoid algebras, the pro-étale topology is thus more suited for us. This is dealt with in §3.2.
In §3.1 we prove some results concerning perfecteness of étale cohomology chains with derived coefficients.
These results are known to experts but hard to locate in the literature so we prefer to give a full account of these
as they will be important for us in order to show the existence of the cotangent complex of LocSysp,n(X).
3.1. Étale cohomology of perfect local systems. Let
π : X → SpecK
denote the structural morphism. For each integer n ≥ 1, we have a canonical equivalence of∞-categories
Shv(SpecK,Z/ℓnZ) ≃ModZ/ℓnZ.
We have a pullback functor
p∗ : Shvét(SpecK,Z/ℓ
nZ)→ Shvét(X,Z/ℓ
nZ),
which associates to each Z/ℓnZ-moduleM the étale constant sheaf onX with values inM .
Proposition 3.1.1. LetX be a proper normal scheme over an algebraically closed fieldK . ThenRΓ(Xe´t,Z/ℓnZ)
is a perfect complex of Z/ℓnZ-modules.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the more general result [GL14, Proposition 4.2.15]. 
Definition 3.1.2. Let A be a derived ring. We say that A is Noetherian if it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) π0(A) is a Noetherian ring;
(ii) For each i ≥ 0, πi(A) is an π0(A)-module of finite type.
Definition 3.1.3. Let A be a derived ring andM ∈ ModA and A-module. We say thatM has tor-amplitude≤ n
if, for every discrete A-moduleN , (which can be automatically seen as a π0(A)), the homotopy groups
πi(M ⊗A N) ∈ModA
vanish for every integer i > n.
Lemma 3.1.4. Let A be a Noetherian simplicial ring andM ∈ ModA be an A-module such that πi(M) ≃ 0 for
sufficiently small i ≤ 0. ThenM is a perfect A-module if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(i) For each i, πi(M) is of finite type over π0(A);
(ii) M is of finite Tor-dimension.
Proof. It is part of [Lur12b, Proposition 7.2.4.23]. 
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Remark 3.1.5. Let A be a derived Z/ℓnZ-algebra and let N ∈ Shv(Xét, A) be a local system of perfect A-
modules on Xét. Thanks to [GL14, Proposition 4.2.2] it follows that N can be written as a (finite sequence) of
retracts of
(fV )!(A) ∈ Shv(Xét, A),
where
(fV )! : Shv(Vét,Z/ℓ
nZ)→ Shv(Xét,Z/ℓ
nZ),
denotes the exceptional direct image functor associated to an étale map fV : V → X .
Lemma 3.1.6 (Projection Formula). LetX be a scheme over an algebraically closed fieldK . LetA be a simplicial
ring and let F ∈ Shvét(X,A). Then, for anyM ∈ ModA we have a natural equivalence,
π∗(F ⊗A π
∗(M)) ≃ π∗(F) ⊗A M,
in the derived∞-categoryModA, where π denotes the structural morphism π : X → SpecK .
Proof. Let C ⊂ ModA be the full subcategory spanned by those A-modulesM such that there exists a canonical
equivalenceRΓ(Xét,M) ≃ RΓ(Xét, A)⊗AM . It is clear thatA ∈ C and C is closed under small colimits as both
tensor product and the direct image functor π∗ commute with small colimits. Consequently, by the fact that the
∞-categoryModZ/ℓnZ is compactly generated (under small colimits) by the object A, the result follows. 
Proposition 3.1.7. Let A ∈ CAlg
Z/ℓnZ be a Noetherian simplicial Z/ℓ
nZ-algebra. Let N be a local system of
A-modules on Xe´t with values in the∞-category of perfect A-modules, Perf(A). Then the étale cohomology of
the local system N , denoted RΓ(Xét, N), is a perfect A-module.
Remark 3.1.8. Note that the statement of Proposition 3.1.7 concerns the chain level and not the étale cohomology
of the complexRΓ(Xét, N), thus it is a stronger statement than just requiring finiteness of the corresponding étale
cohomology groups.
Proof of Proposition 3.1.7. LetN be a local system onXét of perfect A-modules, i.e., there exists an étale cover-
ing U → X , such that N|U ≃ f∗(P ), where
f : U → SpecK
denotes the structural map and P ∈ Perf(A) is a perfect A-module. Our goal is to show that
RΓ(Xét, N) ∈ Perf(A).
By Lemma 3.1.4 it suffices to show that for each i ∈ Z, the cohomology groups
H−i(Xét, N) := πi(RΓ(Xét, N))
is of finite type over π0(A) and moreover
RΓ(Xét, N) ∈ ModA
is of finite Tor-dimension over A. Without loss of generality we can assume that N is a connective perfect A-
module on the étale site Xét, i.e., the discrete π0(A)-étale sheaves onX , πi(N) vanish for i < 0.
Thanks to [GL14, Proposition 4.2.10] and its proof we deduce that πi(N) is an étale local system of finitely
presented (discrete) π0(A)-modules on Xét, for each i ≥ 0. For a fixed integer i ≥ 0 the homotopy sheaf πi(N)
is a local system of finitely presented (discrete) π0(A)-modules. It thus follows that there exists an étale covering
V → X
such that
πi(N)|V ≃ g
∗E,
where g : V → SpecK denotes the structural map and E denotes a suitable π0(A)-module of finite presentation.
AsX is a normal scheme we can assume without loss of generality that the étale map V → X is a Galois covering
(in particular it is finite étale). It follows by Galois descent that
RΓ(Xét, πi(N)) ≃ RΓ(G,RΓ(Xét, g
∗E)),
where G is the finite group of automorphisms of the Galois covering V → X . Assume first that RΓ(Xét, g∗E) is
an A- module whose homotopy groups are finitely generated over π0(A). Since the group G is finite, the group
cohomology of G with Z-coefficients is finitely generated and of torsion, we thus conclude by the corresponding
Grothendieck spectral sequence that the homotopy groups of the complex
RΓ(G,RΓ(Xét, g
∗E)) ∈Modπ0(A)
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are finitely generated over π0(A). We are thus reduced to the case where πi(N) is itself a constant π0(A)-
module on Xét. By the projection formula we can reduce to the case where πi(N) is π0(A) itself. Again by the
projection formula we can reduce to the case where π0(A) ≃ Z/ℓnZ in which case the result follows readily by
Proposition 3.1.1.
By induction on the Postnikov tower associated to N we conclude that given n ≥ 0 we have a fiber sequence
of étale A-modules,
τ≤n+1N → τ≤nN → πn+1(N)[n+ 2],
such that, by our inductive hypothesis both complexes
RΓ(Xét, τ≤nN) and RΓ(Xét, πn+1(N))[n+ 2] ∈ ModA
have homotopy groups which are finitely generated π0(A)-modules. Therefore, as RΓ(Xét,−) is an exact functor
the assertion also follows for τ≤n+1N . We are thus dealt with condition (i) in Lemma 3.1.4 We have another fiber
sequence of the form,
τ>nN → N → τ≤nN.
As X is of finite cohomological dimension it follows by [GL14, Lemma 2.2.4.1] that for any given integer i there
is a sufficiently large integer n such that
πi(RΓ(Xét, τ>nN)) ∈Modπ0(A)
vanishes. By exactness of the global sections functor RΓ it implies that πi(RΓ(Xét, N)) and πi(RΓ(Xét, τ≤nN))
agree for sufficiently large n.
AsX is of finite cohomological dimension we conclude that givenM a discrete π0(A)-module, the A-module
π∗π
∗(M) has non-zero homotopy groups lying in a finite set of indices. Using the projection formula we conclude
once more that
RΓ(Xét, N)⊗A M ≃ RΓ(Xét, N ⊗A M)
can be obtained by a finite sequence of retracts of the A-module π∗π∗(M). Consequently, under our hypothesis
onM , it follows that
πi(RΓ(Xét, N)⊗π0(A) M) ≃ 0
for large enough i. Thus we conclude that RΓ(Xét, N) is of finite Tor-dimension as an A-module and thus a
perfect A-module. 
3.2. Pro-etale lisse sheaves on Xét. It follows by our hypothesis on X and [BS13, Lemma 7.4.10] that the
pro-étale and étale fundamental groups of X agree henceforth it suffices to consider representations of the étale
fundamental group ofX , πét1 (X).
Definition 3.2.1 (Noohi group). LetG be a topological group and consider the category ofG-sets, denotedG-Set.
Consider the forgetful functor
FG : G-Set→ Set.
We say thatG is a Noohi group if there is a canonical equivalenceG ≃ Aut(FG), where Aut(FG) is topologized
with the compact-open topology on Aut(S) for each S ∈ Set.
Lemma 3.2.2. Let G be a topological group which admits an open Noohi subgroup U , then G is itself a Noohi
group.
Proof. This is [BS13, Lemma 7.1.8]. 
Lemma 3.2.3. Let A be an k-affinoid algebra, then GLn(A) is a Noohi group.
Proof. Let A0 be a formal model for A, it is a p-adically complete ring and we have the equivalence,
GLn(A0) ≃ lim
k
GLn(A0/p
kA0) ≃ lim
k
GLn(A0)/
(
Id + pkMn(A0)
)
,
which induces its structure of topological group, in particular it is a pro-discrete group as in [Noo04, Definition
2.1]. Moreover, the system {GLn(A0)}∪{Id+pkMn(A0)} is a basis of open normal subgroups for the topology
on GLn(A0) and thus by [Noo04, Proposition 2.14] we conclude that GLn(A0) is a Noohi group. As A0 is an
open subgroup of A the same holds for GLn(A0) ⊂ GLn(A) and by [BS13, Lemma 7.1.8] we conclude that
GLn(A) is a Noohi group. 
The following Proposition is a generalization of [BS13, Lemma 7.4.7] and its proof is just an adaption of that
one. We give it here for the sake of completeness.
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Proposition 3.2.4. Let A be a k-affinoid algebra. Then there is an equivalence of groupoids,
LocSysp,n(X) ≃ LocX,n(A),
and LocX,n(A) the groupoid of (pro-)étale local systems of rank n A-free modules onX .
Proof. Let A0 be a formal model for A. Note that A0 is an open subring of A which is p-adically complete and
therefore is a pro-discrete ring implying that the groupGLn(A0) is a pro-discrete group as in [Noo04, Definition
2.1], thanks to [BS13, Lemma 7.4.6] the result follows if we replaceA byA0 in the statement of the Lemma. Let,
ρ : πét1 (X)→ GLn(A),
be a continuous representation and
U = ρ−1(GLn(A0)),
note that U is an open subgroup of πét1 (X), therefore it defines a pointed coveringXU → X with π
ét
1 (XU ) = U .
The induced representation,
πét1 (XU )→ GLn(A0),
defines thus an elementM ∈ LocXU (A0) and hence, by inverting p,it produces a local systemM
′ ∈ LocXU (A).
Such element M ′ comes equipped with descent data for XU → X and therefore comes from a unique N(ρ) in
LocX(A). Conversely, fix some N ∈ LocX(A) which, for suitable n, we can see it as a FGLn(A)-torsor, which
is a sheaf for the pro-étale topology on X via [BS13, Lemma 4.2.12], here FGLn(A) denotes the sheaf on Xproét
defined informally via,
T ∈ Xproét 7→ Mapcont(T,GLn(A)).
Let S ∈ GLn(A)-Set then we have an induced representation,
ρS : FGLn(A) → FAut(S),
of pro-étale local sheaves. The pushout of N along ρS defines an element NS ∈ LocX with stalk S, which is
functorial in S and therefore it defines a functor GLn(A)-Set → LocX,n(A) compatible with the fiber functor.
By Lemma 3.2.3, GLn(A) is Noohi and therefore it is possible to associated it a continuous homomorphism
ρN : π
ét
1 (X) → GLn(A), which gives an inverse for the previous construction. This establishes the equivalence
of the statement, as desired. 
Corollary 3.2.5. The non-archimedean stack LocSysp,n(X) represents the functor Afd
op
k → S given on objects
by the formula,
A 7→ LocX,n(A),
where LocX,n(A) denotes the groupoid of local systems of projectiveA-modules locally of rank n on the pro-étale
topology ofX .
Proof. It follows by the construction of quotient stack and Proposition 3.2.4. 
4. MODULI OF CONTINUOUS k◦-ADIC REPRESENTATIONS
In this section we prove several results concerning the ∞-category of derived continuous k◦-adic represen-
tations and the associated derived moduli stack. Even though such results are somewhat secondary to our main
goal they will prove useful in proving the representability of derived moduli stack of rank n continuous k-adic
representations.
4.1. Preliminaries. Let X ∈ Pro(Sfc) be a profinite space which we suppose fixed throughout this §. Assume
further thatX is connected, i.e.
π0Mat(X) ≃ ∗
whereMat(X) := MapPro(Sfc)
(
∗, X
)
∈ S.
Definition 4.1.1. Let A ∈ CAlgadk◦ and n ≥ 1 an integer. We define An ∈ CAlgk◦n as the derived k
◦
n-algebra
defined as the pushout of the diagram
A[u] A
A An
u7→pn
u7→0
computed in CAlgk◦n , where A[t] denotes the derived A-algebra obtained from A by freely adding a variable t in
degree 0.
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Remark 4.1.2. Suppose A ∈ CAlgadk◦ is p-complete. Thanks to [Lur16, Remark 8.1.2.4] we have an equivalence
of derived k◦-algebras
A ≃ lim
n≥1
An.
Moreover, perfect A-modules are necessarily p-complete and we have an equivalence
M ≃ lim
n≥1
(M ⊗A An)
in the ∞-category Perf(A). Thanks to [Lur16, Proposition 8.1.2.3] it follows that one has an equivalence of
∞-categories
Perf(A)→ lim
n≥1
Perf(An).
Therefore, we can (functorially) associate to Perf(A) a pro-object {Perf(An)}n ∈ Pro(Cat∞).
Construction 4.1.3. Let C ∈ Cat∞ be an ∞-category. The ∞-category of pro-objects on C, denoted Pro(C),
is defined by means of the following universal property: the∞-category Pro(C) admits small cofiltered colimits
and there exists a fully faithful Yoneda embedding
j : C →֒ Pro(C)
such that for any∞-category D admitting small cofiltered colimits we have that pre-composition with j induces
an equivalence of∞-categories
Fun′
(
Pro(C),D
)
→ Fun
(
C,D
)
where the left hand side denotes the full subcategory of Fun
(
Pro(C),D
)
spanned by those functors which preserve
small cofiltered limits. Moreover, if C is an accessible∞-category which admits finite limits one can give a more
explicit of Pro(C) as the full subcategory of Fun(C, S)op spanned by those left exact accessible functors
f : C → S.
The existence ofPro(C is general (e.g. when C is not necessarily accessible) is guaranteed by [Lur09b, Proposition
5.3.6.2]. We observe that, up to enlarge Grothendieck universes, one can consider the∞-category Pro(Ĉat∞) of
pro-objects in the∞-category of (not necessarily small)∞-categories, denoted Ĉat∞.
Remark 4.1.4. Since the∞-category S is presentable, we can identifyX ∈ Pro(S) with a functor
f : S→ S.
Such functor induces a unique, up to contractible indeterminacy, left fibration
F : C→ S
obtained as a pullback of the diagram
S/f S/∗
C S
f
in the ∞-category Cat∞. Thanks to [Lur09b, Propositino 5.3.2.5], the ∞-category S/f is cofiltered. Therefore,
the association
X 7→ S/f
allow us to interpretX as a pro-system {Ti}i, where Ti ∈ S. Moreover, givenX ∈ S, we have an equivalence
f(X) ≃MapTi∈S/f
(
uTi, X
)
,
where u : S/f → S is the forgetful functor.
Remark 4.1.5. The∞-categories S and Cat∞ are presentable. It follows by [Lur09a, Remark 3.1.7] that one has
a fully faithful embedding
Pro(S)→ Pro(Cat∞).
The analogous statement the larger versions Ŝ and Ĉat∞ holds by the same reasoning.
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Definition 4.1.6. Let A ∈ CAlgadk◦ , we define Perf
ad(X)(A) as the functor category
FunPro(Cat∞)
(
X,Perf(A)
)
∈ Cat∞,
where we consider Perf(A) ∈
pro(Cat∞). We define also the∞-categories
Modad(X)(A) := Ind
(
Perfad(X)(A)
)
∈ Cat∞,
Coh+(X)ad(A) := FunPro(Cat∞)
(
X,Coh+(A)
)
∈ Cat∞
Vect(X)ad(A) := FunPro(Cat∞)
(
X,Vect(A)
)
∈ Cat∞,
where Vect(A) ⊆ Perf(A) denotes the full subcategory spanned by free A-modules.
Remark 4.1.7. The∞-category Perfad(X)(A) can be identified with
Perfad(X)(A) ≃ FunPro(Cat∞)
(
X,Perf(A)
)
≃ lim
n≥1
FunPro(Cat∞)
(
X,Perf(An)
)
≃ lim
n≥1
colim
Xi∈S/f
(
Xi,Perf(An)
)
in the∞-category Cat∞.
Remark 4.1.8. By construction, the∞-categoryModad(X)(A) is compactly generated and the compact objects
span the full subcategory Perfad(X)(A) ⊆ Modad(X)(A).
Definition 4.1.9. Let C be an additive symmetric monoidal∞-category. Let R ∈ CAlg be a commutative derived
ring and consider its derived∞-category of modulesModR ∈ Cat⊗∞. We say that C is equipped with an A-linear
action if there exists a finite direct sum preserving symmetric monoidal functor
F : ModffR → C
see [Lur16, Definition D.1.1.1] for a definition. If C is presentable, then the datum of a linearR-action is equivalent
to the existence of a colimit preserving symmetric monoidal functor
F : ModcnR → C
see [Lur16, Remark D.1.1.5]. If moreover, C is presentable and stable, then the datum of a linear R-action on C is
equivalent to give a colimit preserving monoidal functor
F : ModR → C.
Proposition 4.1.10. Let A ∈ CAlgadk◦ . The∞-categoryMod
ad(X)(A) is a symmetric monoidal presentable A-
linear stable ∞-category. The ∞-categories Coh+(X)ad(A) and Perfad(X)(A) are both symmetric monoidal
A-linear idempotent complete stable∞-categories and the former admits a canonical t-structure. The∞-category
Vectad(X)(A) is symmetric monoidal, admits an A-linear action and it is moreover additive.
Proof. Let Xi ∈ S/f and n ≥ 1 an integer. Each transition functor
Fun
(
Xi,Perf(An)
)
→ Fun
(
Xj ,Perf(An)
)
is an exact functor between stable∞-categories, see [Lur12b, Proposition 1.1.4.6]. Thanks to [Lur12b, Theorem
5.5.3.18] the colimit
(4.1.1) colim
Ti∈S/f
Fun
(
Xi, ,Perf(An)
)
is again a stable∞-category, as the transition maps are exact. Furthermore, each∞-category
Fun
(
Xi,Perf(An)
)
admits a symmetric monoidal structure which is induced by the one on Perf(An) objectwise. Since the transi-
tion maps above are symmetric monoidal functors, one concludes that the ∞-category in Eq. (4.1.1) is naturally
endowed with a symmetric monoidal structure and by construction it is An-linear. Each of the transition functors
colim
Xi∈S/f
Fun
(
Xi,Perf(An)
)
→ colim
Xi∈S/f
Fun
(
Xi,Perf(Am)
)
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are colimit preserving and exact. The fact that Perfad(X)(A) is idempotent complete follows by stability of
idempotent completion under filtered colimits [Lur09b, Propositin 4.4.5.21] and limits of ∞-categories. There-
fore, thanks to [Lur12b, Proposition 1.1.4.4] one deduces that the limit
(4.1.2) limn colim
Xi∈S/f
Fun
(
Xi,Perf(An)
)
is stable, as desired. The fact the ∞-category displayed in (4.1.2) is symmetric monoidal follows from our pre-
vious considerations together with [Lur09b, Proposition 3.3.3.2]. By taking ind-completion one deduces that
Modad(X)(A) is presentable. The statements for Coh+(X)ad(A) and Vect(X)ad(A) are similar but easier. 
Remark 4.1.11. The∞-category Perfad(X)(A) is rigid, i.e. every object in Perfad(X)(A) is dualizable, as the
tensor product is computed objectwise. We conclude that the conditions in [Lur16, Definition D.7.4.1] are verified,
thusModad(X)(A) is a locally rigid∞-category.
Construction 4.1.12. We have a functor
CAlgadk◦ × N
op → Cat∞
given on objects by the formula
(A, n) 7→ Perf(An) ∈ Cat∞.
Thanks to [GHN15, Lemma 6.2 and Example 6.3] the association
(C,D) ∈ Catop∞ × Cat∞ 7→ Fun
(
C,D
)
∈ Cat∞
is functorial. Thus we can consider the composite
F : Sop × CAlgadk◦ × N
op → Cat∞
given on objects by the formula
(X,A, n) 7→ Fun
(
X,Perf(An)
)
∈ Cat∞.
Via straightening we obtain a coCartesian fibration
D→ S× CAlgadk◦ × N
op.
Given a cofiltered diagram h : I → S we can consider the pullback diagram
DI D
Iop × CAlgadk◦ → N
op Sop × CAlgadk◦ × N
op.
Thus we obtain a coCartesian fibration
DI → I
op × CAlgadk◦ × N
op
whose fiber at (i, A, n) ∈ Iop × CAlgadk◦ × N
op can be identified with the∞-category
Fun
(
h(i),Perf(An)
)
∈ Cat∞.
Furthermore, the composition
DI → CAlg
ad
k◦ → N
op,
under the natural projection Iop × CAlgadk◦ → N
op → CAlgadk◦ → N
op, is a coCartesian fibration whose fiber at
(A, n) is naturally equivalent to
colim
i∈Iop
Fun
(
h(i),Perf(An)
)
.
Unstraightening produces a functor
F : CAlgadk◦ × N
op → Cat∞
given on objects by the formula
(A, n) 7→ colim
i∈Iop
Fun
(
h(i),Perf(An)
)
∈ Cat∞.
Composing it with the projection functor CAlgadk◦ × N
op → Nop produces a coCartesian fibration
DI → N
op.
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Consider the∞-category of coCartesian sections
Map♭
(
Nop,DI
)
∈ Cat∞.
We have a canonical functor
g : Map♭
(
Nop,DI
)
→ Map♭
(
Nop,CAlgadk◦ × N
op
)
≃ CAlgadk◦ .
The coCartesian fibration g produces a well defined functor, up to contractible indeterminacy,
Perfad(X) : CAlgadk◦ → Cat∞
given on objects by the formula
A ∈ CAlgadk◦ 7→ Perf
ad(X)(A) ∈ Cat∞.
Similarly, we can define functors
Modad(X), Coh+(X)ad, Vectad(X) : CAlgadk◦ → Cat∞
given on objects by the formulas
A ∈ CAlgadk◦ 7→ Mod
ad(X)(A) ∈ Cat∞,
A ∈ CAlgadk◦ 7→ Coh
+(X)ad(A) ∈ Cat∞,
A ∈ CAlgadk◦ 7→ Vect
ad(X)(A) ∈ Cat∞,
respectively.
4.2. Geometric properties of Perfad(X). In this §we prove that Perfad(X) has a rich geometrical information,
namely it satisfies hyper-descent, it is nilcomplete and cohesive and it admits a global k◦-adic cotangent complex.
Definition 4.2.1. We equip the ∞-category CAlgadk◦ with the étale topology. Denote by (CAlg
ad
k◦ , τét) the cor-
responding étale ∞-site. Let Psm denote the class of smooth morphisms in the ∞-category CAlg
ad
k◦ . The triple
(CAlgadk◦ , τét,Psm) forms a geometric context, which we refer to as the k
◦-adic geometric context. The∞-category
of geometric stacks on (CAlgadk◦ , τét,Psm) is denoted as dSt(CAlg
ad
k◦ , τét,Psm).
Lemma 4.2.2. The pre-sheaf Perfad(X) : CAlgadk◦ → Cat∞ satisfies étale hyper-descent.
Proof. Let A• : ∆op → CAlgadk◦ denote an hyper-covering of a given derived k
◦-adic algebra A ∈ CAlgadk◦ . We
have thus an equivalence
A ≃ lim
[n]∈∆op
A[n]
in the∞-category CAlgadk◦ . Letm ≥ 1 be an integer. Modding out by p
m produces an étale hyper-covering
A•m : ∆
op → CAlgk◦m
in the∞-site (CAlgk◦n , τét). Therefore, we have an equivalence
Am ≃ lim
[n]∈∆op
A[n]m
in the∞-category CAlgk◦m . Therefore, we have a chain of equivalences of the form
Perfad(X)( lim
[n]∈∆op
A[n]) ≃ lim
[n]∈∆op
lim
k≥1
FunPro(Cat∞)
(
X,Perf(A
[n]
k
)
≃ lim
m≥1
lim
[n]∈∆op
FunPro(Cat∞)
(
X,Perf(A
[n]
k
)
≃ lim
[n]∈∆op
Perfad(X)(A)
where we used in a crucial way the fact that Perf : CAlgadk◦ → Cat∞ satisfies étale hyper-descent. 
Proposition 4.2.3. The stack Perfad(X) : CAlgadk◦ → Cat∞ is cohesive and nilcomplete.
Before proving Proposition 4.2.3 we prove first some preliminary results:
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Lemma 4.2.4. Let A ∈ CAlgadk◦ be p-complete andM ∈ Coh
+(A), then we have a canonical equivalence
Ω∞ad(M) ≃ lim
n≥1
Ω∞ad(M ⊗A An)
where Ω∞ad : Coh
+(A)→ (CAlgadk◦)A/ is the projection functor introduced in [Ant18, §3.3].
Proof. By definition Ω∞ad(M) ≃ A⊕M . AsM is eventually connective it follows that we have an equivalence
M ≃ lim
n≥1
M ⊗A An.
The functor Ω∞ad being a right adjoint commutes with limits. As a consequence, we have a chain of equivalences
of the form
A⊕M ≃ Ω∞ad(M)
≃ Ω∞ad(lim
n≥1
M ⊗A An)
≃ lim
n≥1
Ω∞ad(M ⊗A An)
in the∞-category Coh+(A). Moreover, the morphismA→ An induces a canonical equivalence of functors
(−⊗A An) ◦ Ω
∞
ad ≃ Ω
∞
ad ◦ (− ⊗A An).
The result now follows by the fact that A⊕M is p-complete together with a standard cofinality argument. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2.3. We first treat cohesiveness of Perfad(X). The pre-sheaf of perfect complexes
Perf : CAlgadk◦ → Cat∞,
is cohesive thanks to [Lur12a, Proposition 3.4.10] together with Lemma 4.2.4. As both filtered colimits and limits
commute with fiber products, we deduce that the same is true for Perfad(X).
We now prove that Perfad(X) is nilcomplete. Fix an integer n ≥ 1, the pre-sheaf of perfect modules
Perf : CAlgk◦n → Cat∞
is nilcomplete, thanks to [Lur12a, Proposition 3.4.10]. This implies that given An ∈ CAlgk◦n we have natural
equivalences
Perf(An) ≃ lim
m≥0
Perf(τ≤mAn).
Thanks to the Cat∞-enriched version of [Lur09b, Proposition 5.3.5.3] the inclusion
Pro(Cat∞) →֒ P(Cat
op
∞)
op
preserves cofiltered limits, where the latter denotes the∞-category of pre-sheaves on Catop∞ . Therefore, cofiltered
limits in Pro(Cat∞) can be computed objectwise. Thus given A ∈ CAlg
ad
k◦ it follows that we have natural
equivalences
Perfad(X)(A) ≃ FunPro(Cat∞)
(
X,Perf(A)
)
FunPro(Cat∞)
(
X, lim
n≥0
Perf(τ≤nA)
)
lim
limn≥0
FunPro(Cat∞)
(
X,Perf(τ≤mA)
)
lim
limn≥0
Perfad(X)(τ≤m),
as the functor τ≤m : CAlgk◦ → CAlgk◦ is a left adjoint and therefore commutes with pushouts, thus
τ≤mAn ≃ (τ≤mA)n.

Remark 4.2.5. The above result holds true with an analogous proof for the functorsVectad(X) andCoh+(X)ad.
However, the result does not hold forModad(X) as it is not true already in the discrete case.
We now devote ourselves to the computation of a cotangent complex for Perfad(X). We will need a few
preliminary results first.
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Proposition 4.2.6. Let A ∈ CAlgadk◦ andM ∈ Coh
+(A) which we assume furthermore to be p-torsion free. Let
ρ ∈ Perfad(X)(A). Given ρ′ ∈ Perfad(X)(A⊕M) together with a morphism
θ : ρ′ → ρ⊗A (A⊕M)
in the∞-categoryCoh+(X)ad(A), which we assume to be an equivalence after base change along the canonical
morphism
A→ A⊕M,
in the∞-category Coh+(X)ad(A). Then θ is an equivalence in the∞-category Coh+(X)ad(A⊕M).
Proof. It suffices to prove the result in the case where
α : ρ′ → ρ⊗A (A⊕M)
in the∞-category Perfad(X)(A⊕M) coincides with the identify morphism
id : ρ→ ρ
in the ∞-category Coh+(X)ad(A). Consider the cofiber cofib(α) ∈ Coh+(X)ad(A ⊕ M), it is a dualizable
object in the∞-category Coh+(X)ad(A⊕M) and its image in Coh+(X)ad(A) is equivalent to the zero object.
We wish to prove that the coevaluation morphism
coev : A⊕M → cofib(α) ⊗ cofib(α)∨,
is the zero map in the∞-category Coh+(X)ad(A). Consider the inclusion morphism
A→ A⊕M
inMod(A). By naturality of taking tensor products we obtain that tensoring the above morphism with the coeval-
uation morphism induces a commutative diagram of the form
A (cofib(α)⊗ cofib(α)∨)⊗A
A⊕M cofib(α)⊗ cofib(α)∨.
coev⊗A
coev
Since coev⊗A corresponds to the coevaluation morphism of the dualizable object
cofib(α)⊗A⊕M A ∈ Coh
+(X)ad(A)
it coincides with the identity morphism
cofib(α) ⊗A→ cofib(α)⊗A,
which is the zero morphism, by our assumption on α. It follows that the A-linear morphism
A→ cofib(α)⊗ cofib(α)∨
is the zero morphism, and thus by adjunction (with respect to the extension and restriction of scalars along A →
A⊕M ), the coevaluation map
coev : A⊕M → cofib(α)⊗ cofib(α)∨
is the zero morphism, as desired. Thus cofib(α) ≃ 0 in the∞-category Coh+(X)ad(A⊕M), as desired. 
Proposition 4.2.7. Let A ∈ CAlgadk◦ and M ∈ Coh
+(A) a p-torsion free almost perfect A-module. Given
ρ ∈ Perfad(X)(A) the fiber at ρ of the natural functor
(pA,ρ)
≃ : Perfad(X)(A⊕M)≃ → Perfad(X)(A)≃
can be identified canonically with
fibρ(pA,ρ) ≃ MapCoh+(X)ad(A)
(
ρ⊗ ρ∨,M [1]
)
.
Proof. The canonical functor pA,M exhibits Perf
ad(X)(A⊕M) as an object in the∞-category S/Perfad(X)(A)ad .
This is a right fibration of spaces and thus it induces a functor
pM : Perf
ad(X)(A)≃ → S.
Given ρ ∈ Perfad(X)(A) we have an equivalence of spaces
pM (ρ) ≃ fibρ(pA,M ).
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Thanks to Proposition 4.2.6 and its proof the loop space based at the identify of the object
ρ⊗A (A⊕M) ∈ Coh
+(X)ad(A⊕M),
which we denote simply by Ω(pm(ρ)), can be identified with
Ω(pM (ρ)) ≃
≃ fibidρ
(
MapCoh+(X)ad(A⊕M)
(
ρ⊗ (A⊕M), ρ⊗ (A⊕M)
)
→ MapCoh+(X)ad(A)
(
ρ, ρ
))
.
We denote the latter object simply byMap/ρ
(
ρ ⊗A (A ⊕M), ρ⊗A (A ⊕M)
)
. Since the underlying A-module
of ρ⊗A (A⊕M) can be identified with ρ⊕ ρ⊗AM , we have a chain of natural equivalences of mapping spaces
of the form
Map/ρ
(
ρ⊗A (A⊕M), ρ⊗A (A ⊕M)
)
≃
≃MapCoh+(X)(A)/ρ
(
ρ⊗A (A⊕M), ρ⊗A (A⊕M)
)
≃MapCoh+(X)(A)/ρ
(
ρ, ρ⊗A (A⊕M)
)
where the latter mapping space is pointed at the zero morphism. Since ρ ∈ Perfad(X)(A) is a dualizable object
we have an identification of mapping spaces
MapCoh+(X)ad(A)
(
ρ, ρ⊗A M
)
≃ MapCoh+(X)ad(A)
(
ρ⊗ ρ∨,M
)
.
Consider teh pullback diagram of derived k◦-adic extensions
A⊕M A
A A⊕M [1]
in the ∞-category CAlgadk◦ . As Perf
ad(X) is cohesive and the right adjoint (−)≃ : Cat∞ → S commutes with
limits we obtain a pullback diagram of the form
Perfad(X)(A⊕M) Perfad(X)(A)
Perfad(X)(A) Perf(A⊕M [1])
in the∞-category S. By taking fibers at ρ ∈ Perfad(X)(A) we have a pullback diagram of spaces
pM (ρ) ∗
∗ pM [1](ρ)
in the ∞-category S. By our previous computations, replacing M with the shift M [1] produces the chain of
equivalences
pM (ρ) ≃
≃ Ω(pM [1](ρ))
≃MapCoh+(X)ad(A)
(
ρ⊗ ρ∨,M [1]
)
,
as desired. 
Definition 4.2.8. LetX ∈ Pro(Sfc) be a connected profinite space. Let A ∈ CAlgadk◦ and ρ ∈ Perf
ad(X)(A). We
say that X is locally p-cohomologically perfect at ρ if the object
MapPerfad(X)(A)
(
1, ρ
)
∈ Sp
where 1 ∈ Perfad(X)(A) denotes the unit for the symmetric monoidal strucutre, equipped with its canonical
A-linear action is equivalent to a perfect A-module. We say that X is cohomologically perfect if it is locally
cohomologically perfect for every ρ ∈ Perfad(X)(A) for every admissible derived k◦-adic algebra A ∈ CAlgadk◦ .
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Proposition 4.2.9. LetX ∈ Pro(Sfc) be a p-cohomologically perfect profinite space. Then for everyA ∈ CAlgadk◦
and every ρ ∈ Perfad(X)(A) the functor
F : Coh+(A)→ S
given informally via the association
M ∈ Coh+(A) 7→ fibρ
(
Perfad(X)(A⊕M)→ Perfad(X)(A)
)
∈ S
is corepresentable by the A-module
MapPerfad(X)(A)
(
1, ρ⊗ ρ∨[1]
)∨
∈ModA
Proof. We first prove the following assertion: let C be an A-linear stable presentable ∞-category, and C ∈ C
denote a compact object of C. Then for every objectM ∈ModA we have an equivalence
MapC
(
C,M
)
≃MapC
(
C, 1C
)
⊗A M,
in the ∞-category ModA, where 1C denotes the unit for symmetric monoidal structure on C. Let D ⊆ ModA
denote the full subcategory spanned by those A-modulesM such that the assertion holds true. Clearly A ∈ D.
SinceA ∈ModA generates the∞-categoryModA under small colimits, it suffices to show thatD is closed under
small colimits. Suppose that
M ≃ colim
i∈I
Mi,
such thatMi ∈ D and I is a filtered∞-category. Then by our compactness assumption it follows that we have a
chain of equivalences
MapC(C,M) ≃ MapC
(
C, colim
i
Mi
)
≃ colim
i
MapC
(
C,Mi
)
≃ colim
i
MapC
(
C, 1
)
⊗A Mi
≃ MapC
(
C, 1
)
⊗A (colim
i
Mi)
≃ MapC
(
C, 1C
)
⊗A M.
Thus D is closed under filtered colimits. It suffices to show to show then that D is closed under finite colimits.
SinceModA is a stable∞-category it suffices to show thatD is closed under finite coproducts and cofibers. Let
f : C → D
be a morphism inD, we wish to show that cofib(f)D. Thanks to [Lur12b, Theorem 1.1.2.14] we have an equiva-
lence
cofib(f) ≃ fib(f)[1].
As a consequence, we can write
MapC
(
C, cofib(f)
)
≃ MapC
(
C, fib(f)[1]
)
≃ fib
(
MapC
(
C, f
))
[1]
≃ cofib
(
MapC
(
C, f
))
≃ MapC
(
C, 1
)
⊗A cofib(f).
The case of coproducts follows along the same lines and it is easier. From this we conclude that
D ≃ ModA,
as desired. In our case, let C := Modad(X)(A) and observe that the assertion implies that for everyM ∈ ModA
we have a chain of equivalences
MapModad(X)(A)
(
ρ⊗ ρ∨,M [1]
)
≃ MapModad(X)(A)
(
Ω(ρ⊗ ρ∨), 1
)
⊗A M
MapModad(X)(A)
(
1, ρ⊗ ρ∨[1]
)
⊗A M.
Furthermore, it follows by our hypothesis onX that
C := MapModad(X)(A)
(
1, ρ⊗ ρ∨[1]
)
∈ ModA
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is a perfect A-module. Thus we have a chain of equivalences
MapModA
(
C∨,M
)
≃ MapModA
(
A,C ⊗A M
)
MapPerfad(X)(A)
(
1, (ρ⊗ ρ)∨ ⊗A M
)
MapPerfad(X)(A)
(
ρ⊗ ρ∨,M [1]
)
and the result now follows by Proposition 4.2.9. 
5. ENRICHED ∞-CATEGORIES
In this §we will state and prove the results in the theory of enriched∞-categories that will prove to be more
useful for us in the body of the present text. We will follow mainly the expositions presented in [GH15] and
[Lur12b, §4.2].
5.1. Preliminaries on Pro(S) and Ind(Pro(S))-enriched∞-categories. We will moreover be more interested
in the case where the enrichments are over the∞-categories Pro(S) and Ind(Pro(S)) of pro-objects and ind-pro-
objects in S, respectively. The following remark states that both definitions [Lur12b, Definition 4.2.25] and [GH15,
Definition 5.4.3] are equivalent in the Cartesian symmetric monoidal case:
Remark 5.1.1. Recall that in [Lur12b, Definition 4.2.5.25] the notion of a enrichment is defined as a pseud-
enrichment p : C⊗ → LM⊗ together with the requirement that for any two objectsM, N ∈ Cm we have a functo-
rial morphism space objectMor
(
M,N
)
∈ Ca. Following a private communication with David Gepner, whenever
Ca is a Cartesian symmetric monoidal∞-category, both definitions [GH15, Definition 5.4.3] and [GH15, Defi-
nition 7.2.14] are equivalent. Thanks to this fact, we can consider the∞-category of Ca-enriched∞-categories,
Cat∞
(
Pro(S)
)
as the full subcategory of Algcat(Ca) spanned by those complete objects, in the sense of [GH15,
Definition 4.3.1].
We start with a general Lemma which will be helpful for us:
Lemma 5.1.2. Let V⊗ be a presentably symmetric monoidal∞-category. Suppose we are given a small diagram
F : I → Cat∞(V
⊗). Then the limit C := lim
I
F exists in the∞-category Cat∞(V⊗). Furthermore, given any two
objects x, y ∈ C we have an equivalence of mapping objects
C(x, y) ≃ lim
i∈I
Ci(xi, yi) ∈ V
⊗
where Ci := F (i), for each i ∈ I and xi, yi denote the images of both x and y under the projection functor
C→ Ci, respectively.
Proof. We use the notations of [GH15]. In this case, we have a chain of equivalences in V⊗
C(x, y) ≃
≃Map
∗
∐
∗/Cat∞(V⊗)
(
E1,C)
≃ lim
i∈I
Map
∗
∐
∗/Cat∞(V⊗)
(
E1,Ci
)
≃ lim
i∈I
Ci(xi, yi)
whereMap denotes the internal mapping object in V⊗. This finishes the proof of the statement. 
Construction 5.1.3. LetMat: Pro(S)→ S denote the materialization functor given on objects by the formula
X ∈ Pro(S) 7→ MapPro(S)
(
∗, X
)
The functorMat preserves limits and it thus lifts to a symmetric monoidal functor
Mat× : Pro(S)× → S×,
where we consider the corresponding Cartesian symmetric monoidal structures on both ∞-categories. Further-
more, thanks to [GH15, Corollary 5.7.6] we have a realization functor
Matcat : Cat∞
(
Pro(S)
)
→ Cat∞(S).
We have an equivalence of ∞-categories Cat∞(S) ≃ Cat∞, thanks to [GH15, Theorem 5.7.6]. Therefore, we
obtain an induced functor
Matcat : Cat∞
(
Pro(S)
)
→ Cat∞.
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Similarly, we have a materialization functorMat: Ind(Pro(S))→ S given on objects by the formula
X ∈ Ind
(
Pro
(
S
))
→ MapInd(Pro(S))
(
∗, X
)
∈ S.
By construction, this functor commutes with finite limits. Therefore, we are given a well defined functor
ECat∞ → Cat∞.
Construction 5.1.4. Let A ∈ CAlgadk◦ be a derived k
◦-adic algebra. Denote by An ∈ CAlgk◦n the pushout of the
diagram
A[u] A
A An
u7→0
u7→tn
computed in the∞-category CAlgk◦ . For this reason, base change along the morphism of derived algebras
A→ An, for each n
induces a natural morphism
Perf(A)→ limn≥1Perf(An),
which is an equivalence, thanks to [Lur16, Lemma 8.1.2.1]. For this reason, we can consider the stable ∞-
category Perf(A) enriched over Pro(S), i.e. Perf(A) ∈ Cat∞
(
Pro(S)
)
. Given M ∈ Perf(A) we can enhance
End(M) ∈MonE1(S) with a pro-structure via the equivalence
End(M) ≃ limn≥1End(M ⊗A An).
Therefore, we can consider End(M) naturally as an object in the∞-categoryMonE1
(
Pro(S)
)
.
Remark 5.1.5. We have a canonical functor
Pro
(
S
)
→ Cat∞
(
Pro(S)
)
induced by the universal property of the pro-construction together with the canonical inclusion functor S →֒ Cat∞.
For this reason, given X ∈ Pro(S) we can consider the ∞-category of continuous k◦-adic representations of X
defined as the functor∞-category
FunCat∞(Pro(S))
(
X,Perf(A)
)
∈ Cat∞.
SupposeX ∈ Pro(S) is connected, i.e.
π0Mat(X) ≃ π0MapPro(S)(∗, X) ≃ ∗.
Then there exists a canonical functor πA : FunCat∞(Pro(S))
(
X,Perf(A)
)
→ Perf(A) which sends a continuous
A-adic representation
ρ : X → Perf(A)
to the underlying perfect A-moduleM := ρ(∗) ∈ Perf(A).
Lemma 5.1.6. Let X ∈ Pro(Sfc) be a connected profinite space. Given A ∈ CAlgadk◦ andM ∈ Perf(A) the fiber
of
πA : : FunCat∞(Pro(S))
(
X,Perf(A)
)
→ Perf(A)
overM ∈ Perf(A) is canonical equivalent to the space
MapMonE1 (Pro(S))
(
ΩX,End(M)
)
∈ S.
Proof. LetM ∈ Perf(A). The fiber of πA overA is equivalent to
MapPro(S)
(
X,BEnd(M)
)
∈ S
and applying May’s Theorem together with the limit colimit formula for mapping spaces in Pro(S) we obtain the
canonical equivalence
MapPro(S)
(
X,BEnd(M)
)
≃MapMonE1(Pro(S))
(
ΩX,End(M)
)
of mapping spaces. The result now follows. 
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Construction 5.1.7. The fully faithful embedding
S →֒ Pro(S)
induces a fully faithful functor
Cat∞ → Cat∞
(
Pro(S)
)
which can be extended, via the universal property of pro-completion, by cofiltered limits to a functor
F : Pro(Cat∞)→ Cat∞
(
Pro(S)
)
.
Moreover, givenA ∈ CAlgadk◦ the essential image ofPerf(A) ∈ Pro(Cat∞) byF can be identifiedwithPerf(A) ∈
Cat∞(Pro(S)) as in Construction 5.1.4 as the latter can be identified with
Perf(A) ≃ lim
n≥1
Perf(An) ∈ Cat∞(Pro(S))
and by construction F preserves cofiltered limits. Similarly, we have a commutative diagram of the form
Pro(S) Pro(Cat∞)
Cat∞
(
Pro(S)
) F
and for this reasonX ∈ Pro(S) ⊆ Pro(Cat∞) is sent via F toX ∈ Cat∞(Pro(S)). As a consequence the functor
F : Pro(Cat∞)→ Cat∞(Pro(S)) induces a well defined functor
βA : FunPro(Cat∞)
(
X,Perf(A)
)
→ FunCat∞(Pro(S))
(
X,Perf(A)
)
.
Moreover, βA is functorial in A and thus produces a well defined morphism
β : Perfad(X)→ FunCat∞(Pro(S))
(
X,Perf(−)
)
in the∞-category Fun
(
CAlgadk◦ ,Cat∞
)
.
We have now two potential definitions for the moduli stack Perfad(X), namely the one provided in the previous
§and the second one by defining it via the Pro(S)-enriched∞-categories approach. The following result implies
that there is no ambiguity involved in chosen one of these:
Proposition 5.1.8. Let X ∈ Pro(Sfc) be a connected profinite space. Then the functor
β : Perfad(X)→ FunCat∞(Pro(S))
(
X,Perf(−)
)
is an equivalence in the∞-category Fun(CAlgadk◦ ,Cat∞).
Before giving a proof of Proposition 5.1.8 we need a preliminary lemma:
Lemma 5.1.9. Let X ∈ Pro(S) be a connected pro-space. Then X ∈ Pro(S≤1), where the latter denotes the
∞-category of pro-objects in the∞-category of connected spaces, S≤1.
Proof. Let X ∈ Pro(cS) be indexed by a cofiltered∞-category I . More explicitly, we can identifyX with
X ≃ lim
i∈I
Xi
for suitableXi ∈ S. By construction, for each i ∈ I , we have an induced morphism
λi : X → Xi.
By our hypothesis on X„ we conclude that each λi should factor through a connected componentX◦i ⊆ Xi. We
can thus form the pro-system {X◦i }i∈I ∈ Pro(S), which lies in the essential image of the inclusion functor
Pro(S≤1) →֒ Pro(S).
Our goal is to show that the induced mapsX → Xi induce an equivalence
X ≃ {X◦i }i∈I
in the∞-category Pro(S). It suffices to show that we have an equivalence of mapping spaces
θ : lim
i∈I
MapS
(
Y,X◦i
)
≃ lim
i∈I
MapS
(
Y,Xi
)
for every connected space Y ∈ S≤1. Notice that θ is the cofiltered limit of monomorphisms in the∞-category S.
Thus it is itself a monomorphism. It suffices to show that it is also an effective epimorphism in S.
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Let ∗ → Y be the unique, up to contractible indeterminacy, morphism in the ∞-category S. For each i ∈ I ,
consider also the canonical map
lim
i∈I
MapS
(
Y,Xi
)
→ Xi
induced by λi. Such morphism must necessarily factor through X◦i ⊆ Xi, by our choice of X
◦
i . It now follows
that π0(θ) is surjective. Consequently, the morphism θ is an effective epimorphism. The result now follows. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1.8. Let A ∈ CAlgadk◦ . Both the∞-categories
Perfad(X)(A), FunCat∞(Pro(S))
(
X,Perf(A)
)
∈ Cat∞
are fibered over Perf(A) and we have a commutative diagram of the form
(5.1.1)
Perfad(X)(A) FunCat∞(Pro(S))
(
X,Perf(A)
)
Perf(A)
βA
of coCartesian fibrations overPerf(A). Therefore, it suffices to show that for eachM ∈ Perf(A) the fiber products
overM of both vertical functors displayed in (5.1.1) are equivalent via βA. Thanks to Lemma 5.1.9 together with
limit-colimit formula for mapping spaces on∞-categories of pro-objects it follows that we can identify the fiber
of the left hand side with
MapPro(S)
(
X,BEnd(M)
)
.
The result now follows due to Lemma 5.1.6. 
5.2. Enriched∞-categories and p-adic continuous representations of homotopy types.
Definition 5.2.1. Let S denote the sphere spectrum. It has a natural E∞-ring structure, being the unit object of
the stable∞-category of spectra, Sp. For each n ≥ 1, denote by S/pn the pushout of the diagram
S[u] S
S S/pn
u7→pn
u7→0
computed in the∞-category CAlg(Sp). We can also define the p-completion
S∧p ≃ limn≥1S/p
n ∈ Sp .
The derived ∞-category ModS∧p admits an induced symmetric monoidal structure from Sp such that S
∧
p is the
unit object. Moreover, we can consider the full subcategory(
ModS∧p
)
nil
⊆ ModS∧p
spanned by p-nilpotent modules, see [Lur16, §7.1]. Moreover, the full subcategory
(
ModS∧p
)
nil
is naturally
symmetric monoidal. We denote by Sppro(p) the∞-category Pro
(
(ModS∧p )nil
)
.
Notation 5.2.2. We shall denote the symmetric monoidal∞-category associated to Sppro(p) by Sppro(p)
⊗.
Remark 5.2.3. For each n ≥ 1, the∞-categoryModS/pn admits a symmetric monoidal structure induced from
the smash product of spectra. Moreover, we have a natural lax symmetric monoidal functor
Mod⊗S/pn →
(
ModS∧p
)
nil
which factors the usual restriction functor
Mod⊗S/pn → Mod
⊗
S∧p
along the canonical morphism S∧p → S/p
n in the∞-category Sp. This implies that we have a canonical symmet-
ric monoidal functor
(5.2.1) Mod⊗S/pn → Sppro(p)
⊗
which commutes with cofiltered limits, see [Lur12b, Proposition 6.3.1.13] and its proof. Moreover, givenM :=
limαMα andM ′ := limβMβ objects in Sppro(p) we have an equivalence
M ⊗M ′ ≃ limα, β
(
Mα ⊗Mβ)
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in the∞-category Sppro(p).
Remark 5.2.4. Let A ∈ CAlgadk◦ be a derived k
◦-adic algebra. For each n ≥ 1, the derived k◦n-algebra An
admits a natural action of S/pn. Therefore, the stable ∞-category Perf(An) is not only enriched over spectra
but actually enriched over the derived∞-category ModS/pn . The existence of the symmetric monoidal functor
displayed in (5.2.1) implies the existence of an induced action of the∞-category Sppro(p) on Perf(An). Passing
to the limit, we deduce that the ∞-category Perf(A) can be upgraded naturally to an object in the ∞-category
Cat∞
(
Sppro(p)
)
.
Thanks to Remark 5.2.4 we have two natural enriched structures on Perf(A), for A ∈ CAlgadk◦ . Namely, a
Pro(S)-enriched structure on Perf(A) and an Sppro(p)-enriched structure. We will show that these are compatible
in a sense which we will precise hereafter.
Remark 5.2.5. Consider the usual connective cover functor
Ω∞ : Sp→ S.
It can be upgraded to a lax symmetric monoidal functor Ω∞,⊗ : Sp⊗ → S×, where S is considered with its
Cartesian symmetric monoidal structure. Therefore, Ω∞ induces a lax symmetric monoidal functor
Ω∞pro(p) : Sppro(p)
⊗ → Pro(S)×.
For this reason, there exists a natural functor Ω∞pro(p) : Cat∞
(
Sppro(p)
)
→ Cat∞
(
Pro(S)
)
. Moreover, the
image of Perf(A) ∈ Cat∞
(
Sppro(p)
)
under Ω∞pro(p) is naturally equivalent to Perf(A) ∈ Cat∞
(
Pro(S)
)
whose
Pro(S)-structure is the one introduced in Construction 5.1.4.
Construction 5.2.6. Consider now the ∞-category Ind
(
Sppro(p)
)
of ind-objects on the presentable stable ∞-
category Sppro(p). For eachM ∈ Sppro(p), the multiplication map
p : M →M
induces a functor
(−)[p−1] : Ind
(
Sppro(p)
)
→ Ind
(
Sppro(p)
)
given informally on objects by the formula
M 7→M ⊗k◦ k := colim
p : M→M
M.
Notation 5.2.7. Denote by Sppro(p)p−1 the essential image of the full subcategory Sppro(p) ⊆ Ind
(
Sppro(p)
)
under the functor
(−)[p−1] : Ind
(
Sppro(p)
)
→ Ind
(
Sppro(p)
)
.
Moreover, we will denote by
Lp : Sppro(p)→ Sppro(p)p−1
the induced functor from (−)[p−1] restricted to Sppro(p).
Lemma 5.2.8. The∞-category Sppro(p)p−1 admits a natural symmetric monoidal structure induced from the one
on Ind
(
Sppro(p)
)
. Moreover, the functor
Lp : Sppro(p)→ Sppro(p)p−1
admits an essentially unique natural extension to a symmetric monoidal functor L⊗p : Sppro(p)→ Sppro(p)p−1 .
Proof. The symmetric monoidal structure on Ind
(
Sppro(p)
)
is induced by the symmetric monoidal structure
on Sppro(p), by extending via filtered colimits. For this reason, given M, M
′ ∈ Sppro(p) we have natural
equivalences
M ⊗k◦ k ⊗M
′[p−1] ≃
(
M ⊗M ′
)
[p−1] ∈ Sppro(p),
and the result follows. 
Lemma 5.2.9. LetM, M ′ ∈ Sppro(p). Then we have an equivalence of mapping spaces
MapSppro(p)
(
M,M ′
)
[p−1]→ MapSppro(p)
(
M ⊗k◦ k,M
′ ⊗k◦ k
)
where
MapSppro(p)
(
M,M ′
)
[p−1] := colim
mult by p
MapSppro(p)
(
M,M ′
)
.
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Proof. It is a direct consequence of the characterization of mapping spaces in∞-categories of ind-objects. 
Proposition 5.2.10. Let A ∈ CAlgadk◦ be a derived k
◦-adic algebra. Denote by Coh+(A ⊗k◦ k) denote the ∞-
category of almost connectibe coherent A ⊗k◦ k-modules. Then the ∞-category Coh
+(A ⊗k◦ k) is naturally
enriched over the∞-category Sppro(p)p−1 .
Proof. We will actually prove a stronger statement, namely we will show that Lp(Coh
+(A)) is a canonical up-
grade of the∞-categoryCoh+(A⊗k◦ k) as an Sppro(p)p−1 -enriched∞-category. There exists a materialization
functorMat: Sppro(p)→ S, given on objects by the formula
M ∈ Sppro(p) 7→ MapSppro(p)
(
∗,M
)
∈ S.
Moreover, the functor Matcat is lax symmetric monoidal. Thus it induces a well defined functor at the level of
enriched∞-categories
Matcat : Cat∞
(
Sppro(p)p−1
)
→ Cat∞.
Thanks to [GH15, Corollary 5.7.6] the functor L⊗p : Sppro(p)
⊗ → Sppro(p)
⊗ induces a well defined functor
Lp : Cat∞
(
Sppro(p)
)
→ Cat∞
(
Sppro(p)p−1
)
.
Therefore, given A ∈ CAlgadk◦ the ∞-category Lp
(
Coh+(A)
)
is naturally enriched over Sppro(p)p−1 . Further-
more, givenM, N ∈ Coh+(A) we have an equivalence of mapping objects
Map
Lp
(
Coh+(A)
)(M,N) ≃ MapCoh+(A)(M,N)[p−1] ∈ Sppro(p)p−1 ,
whose essential image underMatcat coincides with the mapping space
colim
mult by p
MapCoh+(A)
(
M,N
)
≃ MapCoh+(A⊗k◦k)
(
M ⊗k◦ k,N ⊗k◦ k
)
.
[Ant18, Proposition A.1.5] imlies that every object in the ∞-category Coh+(A ⊗k◦ k) admits a formal model
living in the ∞-category Coh+(A). Thus, the underlying space of the enriched ∞-category Lp
(
Coh+(A)
)
is
equivalent to Coh+(A⊗k◦ k)≃. It then follows that we have a natural equivalence
Matcat
(
Lp(Coh
+(A)) ≃ Coh+(A⊗k◦ k)
in the∞-category Cat∞. 
Definition 5.2.11. Let A ∈ CAlgadk◦ be a derived k
◦-algebra. Denote by Perf(A⊗k◦ k) the Sppro(p)p−1 -enriched
subcategory of Lp
(
Coh+(A)
)
spanned by those perfect A⊗k◦ k.
Remark 5.2.12. We can express Definition 5.2.11 more concretely as follows: the∞-category Lp
(
Coh+(A)
)
is
equivalent to the given of a functor
CA⊗k◦k : Lgen∆
op
Coh+(A)≃
→ Sppro(p)
⊗
p−1 ,
which is an Lgen∆
op
Coh+(A)≃
-algebra object in Sppro(p)
⊗
p−1 . Let X ⊆ Coh
+(A)≃ denote the subspace spanned
by those A-modules whose extension of scalars along the morphism k◦ → k is a perfect A ⊗k◦ k-module. We
can consider the restriction of the functor CA⊗k◦k to Lgen∆
op
X and thus obtain an∆
op
X -algebra on Sppro(p)
⊗
p−1 ,
which is complete in the sense of [GH15].
Remark 5.2.13. By construction, one has an equivalence Matcat
(
Perf(A ⊗k◦ k)
)
≃ Perf(A ⊗k◦ k) as stable
∞-categories.
Warning 5.2.14. The enriched mapping objects in Perf(A ⊗k◦ k) depend of the given choice of a lifting, i.e. of
an A-formal model. However, whenever A is n-truncated such choice is canonical up to a contractible space of
choices
Remark 5.2.15. The association A ∈ CAlgadk◦ 7→ Perf(A) ∈ Cat∞
(
SpPro(p)p−1
)
is functorial. Therefore, the
usual functor
Perf : CAlgadk◦ → Cat
st
∞
can be upgraded naturally to a functor Perf : CAlgadk◦ → Cat∞(Sppro(p)p−1).
Proposition 5.2.16. The functor Perf : CAlgadk◦ → Cat∞ is infinitesimally cartesian.
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Proof. Let A ∈ CAlgadk◦ . Thanks to [GH15, Proposition 5.5.3 and Corollary 5.5.4] it suffices to show that given
an k◦-adic derivation
d : LadA →M
in the∞-category Coh+(A), the induced functor
(5.2.2) FA,d : Perf
(
Ad[M ]
)
→ Perf(A)×Perf(A⊕M) Perf(A)
is both essentially surjective and fully faithful. By construction and [GH15, Definition 5.3.3] essential surjective-
ness can be checked after applying the materialization functor
Matcat : Cat∞
(
SpPro(p)p−1
)
→ Cat∞.
Furthermore, after applyingMatcat the functor displayed in (5.2.2) is equivalent to the canonical functor
FA,d : Perf(A⊗k◦ k)→ Perf(A⊗k◦ k)×Perf(Ad[M ]⊗k◦k Perf(A⊗k◦ k)
which is essential surjective thanks to [Lur12a, Proposition 3.4.10]. Thus, we are reduced to show that the func-
tor FA,d is fully faithful on mapping objects. This is a consequence of Lemma 5.1.2 together with the fact that
the analogous statement holds for the Pro(S)-enriched version of Coh+(Ad[M ]), objects in Perf(Ad[M ]) admit
formal models in Coh+(Ad[M ]) and when computing mapping objects in Perf(Ad[M ]) we are taking the fil-
tered colimit under multiplication by p of the corresponding mapping objects in Coh+(Ad[M ]) and such colimits
commute with finite limits. 
The functor Perf : CAlgadk◦ → Cat∞
(
Sppro(p)p−1
)
does not depend on the choice of formal model as the
following result illustrates:
Proposition 5.2.17. Let A, A′ ∈
(
CAlgadk◦
)<∞
be truncated derived k◦-adic algebras. Suppose that there exists
an equivalence
A⊗k◦ k ≃ A
′ ⊗k◦ k
in the∞-category CAlgk. Then we have an equivalence
Perf(A) ≃ Perf(A′)
in the∞-category Cat∞
(
SpPro(p)p−1
)
.
Proof. Let A, A′ ∈ CAlgadk◦ as in the statement of the proposition. Thanks to [Ant18, Theorem 4.4.10] we can
suppose that there exists a morphism f : A→ A′ in the∞-category (CAlgadk◦)
<∞ such that the rigidification of
Spf(f) : Spf(A)→ Spf(A′)
is an equivalence in the∞-category dAfdk. The induced functor
(5.2.3) Perf(A)→ Perf(A′)
is essentially surjective, as this condition can be checked after applying the materialization functorMatcat. Thanks
to [GH15, Proposition 5.5.3 and Corollary 5.5.4] it suffices to show that the functor displayed in (5.2.3) is fully
faithful on mapping objects.
Notice that, fully faithfulness can be checked already at the level of Cat∞
(
SpPro(p)p−1
)
. Let M, N ∈
Coh+(A) such that their images in Coh+(A ⊗k◦ k) are perfect. We need to show that the functor displayed in
(5.2.3) induces an equivalence
(5.2.4) θ : lim
n≥1
MapPerf(An)
(
M ⊗A An, N ⊗A An
)
[p−1]→ lim
n≥1
MapPerf(A′n)
(
M ⊗A An, N ⊗A An
)
[p−1]
in the∞-category Sppro(p)p−1 , where
M ′ :=M ⊗A A
′, N ′ := N ⊗A A
′ ∈ModA′ .
The functor θ can be realized as the ind-localization at p of the map
θ′ : lim
n≥1
MapPerf(An)
(
M ⊗A An, N ⊗A An
)
→ limn≥1MapPerf(An)
(
M ′ ⊗A′ A
′
n, N
′ ⊗A′ A
′
n
)
in the ∞-category Sppro(p). It thus suffices to show that θ
′ is an equivalence in the ∞-category Sppro(p) after
multiplying by a sufficiently large power of p. The∞-category Sppro(p) is a stable∞-category, since it consists
of pro-objects in the ∞-category
(
ModS∧p
)
nil
. We are thus reduced to prove that cofib(θ′) is equivalent to the
zero morphism in Sppro(p) after multiplication by a sufficiently large power of p.
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Furthermore, we have an equivalence cofib(θ′) ≃ lim
n≥1
cofib(θ′n) where
(5.2.5) θ′ : MapPerf(An)
(
M ⊗A An, N ⊗A An
)
→ MapPerf(A′n)
(
M ′ ⊗A′ A
′
n, N
′ ⊗A′ A
′
n
)
is the canonical morphism at the level of mapping spaces. The previous statement is a consequence of the dual
statement concerning the commutation of filtered colimits with finite limits, see the proof of [Lur12b, Proposition
1.1.3.6].
By assumption, both A and A′ are m-truncated for a sufficiently large integer m > 0. It follows then that
bothM, N ∈ ModA andM ′, N ′ ∈ ModA′ have non-zero homotopy groups concentrated in a finite number of
degrees. We thus conclude that each mapping spectrum displayed in Eq. (5.2.5) has non-trivial homotopy groups
living in a finite number of degrees, which do not depend on the integer n ≥ 0, and only at the special fiber at
n = 1. Therefore, there exists a sufficiently large k > 0 such that each cofiber cofib(θ′n) is killed by p
k, and k
does not depend on the chosen n. DenoteXn := cofib(θ′n) the cofiber of θ
′
n. Let Z := Zi
i
∈ Sppro(p). We have a
chain of equivalences
MapSppro(p)
(
limiZi, cofib(θ
′)
)
≃ MapSppro(p)
(
limiZi, limnXn
)
limnMapSppro(p)
(
limiZi, Xn
)
≃ limn colim
i
Map(ModS∧p )nil
(
Zi, Xn
)
∈
(
ModS∧p
)
nil
.
Each Xn is killed by a certain power of p, we deduce that the same holds forMap(ModS∧p )nil
(
Zi, Xn
)
∈ S. Such
property is closed under filtered colimits, thus we conclude that colim
i
Map(ModS∧p )nil
(
Zi, Xn
)
is of p-torsion.
Therefore, since we have assumed A and A′ to be truncated derived k◦-adic algebras, also the projective limit
limn colim
i
Map(ModS∧p )nil
(
Zi, Xn
)
is of p-torsion. We conclude thus that for any compact object Z ∈ Ind
(
Sppro(p)
)
the mapping space
MapInd(Sppro(p))
(
Z, limnXn[p
−1]
)
≃MapSppro(p)
(
Z, limnXn
)
[p−1]
is trivial. As a consequence we obtain that
cofib(θ′)[p−1] ≃
(
limnXn
)
[p−1] ≃ 0
in the∞-category Ind
(
Sppro(p)
)
. This implies that θ is an equivalence, thus the functor displayed in (5.2.3) is
fully faithful and thus an equivalence of∞-categories. 
Corollary 5.2.18. Let A ∈
(
CAlgadk◦
)<∞
. Suppose we are givenM, N ∈ Coh+(A) such that
M ⊗k◦ k ∈ Perf(A⊗k◦ k), N ⊗k◦ k ∈ Perf(A⊗k◦ k).
Then the mapping object
MapPerf(A)
(
M ⊗k◦ k,N ⊗k◦ k
)
∈ Sppro(p)p−1
does not depend on the choice ofM andN ∈ Coh+(A).
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 5.2.17. 
Construction 5.2.19. There exists a lax symmetric monoidal functor
Ω∞pro(p)p−1 : Sppro(p)p−1 → Ind
(
Pro(S)
)
induced by Ω∞pro(p) : Sppro(p) → Pro(S). Therefore, we have a canonical, up to contractible indeterminacy,
functor
Ω∞pro(p)p−1 : Cat∞
(
Sppro(p)p−1
)
→ ECat∞.
Thus, givenA ∈ CAlgadk◦ we can consider the∞-categoryPerf(A⊗k◦ k) as naturally enriched over the symmetric
monoidal∞-category Ind(Pro(S)).
Notation 5.2.20. Let A ∈ CAlgadk◦ . By abuse of notation we will denote by Perf(A) either the Ind(Pro(S))-
enriched or the Sppro(p)p−1 -enriched versions of the stable∞-category Perf(A⊗k◦ k).
Corollary 5.2.21. The functor Perf : CAlgadk◦ → ECat∞ is infinitesimally cartesian. Moreover, its restriction to
the full subcategory (CAlgadk◦)
<∞ ⊆ CAlgadk◦ is invariant under generically equivalences.
Proof. The statement of the corollary is a direct consequence of Proposition 5.2.17 and Proposition 5.2.16. 
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Remark 5.2.22. Suppose, A ∈ CAlgadk◦ is truncated derived k
◦-algebra. Let M ∈ Perf(A ⊗k◦ k) be such that
there exists a perfect A-moduleM ′ ∈ Perf(A) such that
M ′ ⊗k◦ k ≃M.
Then we can regard End(M ′) ∈ MonE1(S) with an enhanced pro-structure seen as the pro-object
(5.2.6) End(M ′) := {End(M ′ ⊗A An)}n ∈ Pro(S).
Moreover, the transition maps appearing in the diagram displayed in (5.2.6) preserve the monoid structures. Thus,
we can consider End(M ′) naturally as an object in the ∞-category MonE1(Pro(S)). Similary, we can consider
End(M) ∈MonE1(S) with an enhanced ind-pro-structure via the diagram
End(M) := colim
mult by p
End(M ′) ∈ Ind(Pro(S)).
Thanks to Corollary 5.2.18 it follows that the above definition does not depend on the choice of the perfect formal
model M ′ ∈ Perf(A). Moreover, as filtered colimits commute with finite limits, when taking ind-completions,
it follows that the monoid structure on End(M ′) ∈ MonE1(Pro(S
fc)) induces a monoid structure on End(M) ∈
Ind(Pro(S)). Thus we can consider End(M) naturally as an object in the∞-categoryMonE1(Ind(Pro(S))).
Remark 5.2.23. Let A ∈ CAlgadk◦ andM ∈ Perf(A). Then we can also consider End(M) ∈ MonE1(Sppro(p)).
We can also naturally consider End(M ⊗k◦ k) ∈ MonE1(Sppro(p)p−1). These considerations will prove to be
useful for us as they allow us to use methods from stable homotopy theory the study of continuous representations
of profinite spaces.
Notation 5.2.24. Consider the ∞-category dAfdk of derived k-affinoid spaces. We denote dAfd
<∞
k the full
subcategory spanned by those truncated derived k-affinoid spaces.
Remark 5.2.25. The rigidification functor (−)rig : CAlgadk◦ → dAfd
op
k introduced in [Ant18, §4] induces, by
restriction, a well defined functor
(−)rig :
(
CAlgadk◦
)<∞
→
(
dAfd<∞k
)op
.
Moreover, the derived Raynaud localization theorem [Ant18, Theorem 4.4.10] and its proof imply that dAfd<∞k
is a localization of the∞-category (CAlgadk◦)
<∞ at the saturated class of generically strong morphisms.
The functor Perf : CAlgadk◦ → ECat∞ actually descends to a well defined functor Perf : dAfd
op
k → ECat∞,
which is the content of the following proposition:
Proposition 5.2.26. Let S<∞ denote the saturated class of generically strong morphisms in (CAlgadk◦)
<∞. Then
the functor
Perf : CAlgadk◦ → ECat∞
sends morphisms in S<∞ to equivalences of∞-categories in ECat∞. In particular, one has a canonical induced
functor
Perf :
(
dAfd<∞k
)op
→ ECat∞
which associates to every Z ∈ dAfd<∞k the Ind(Pro(S))-enriched ∞-category Perf(Γ(Z)
′) ∈ ECat∞, where
Γ(Z)′ ∈ CAlgadk◦ is a given formal model for Γ(Z) ∈ CAlgk.
Proof. The first part of the statement follows from Corollary 5.2.18. The second part of the statement follows
from the derived Raynaud localization theorem, [Ant18, Theorem 4.4.10]. 
6. MODULI OF DERIVED CONTINUOUS p-ADIC REPRESENTATIONS
6.1. Construction of the functor. We start with the following important construction:
Construction 6.1.1. The∞-category Cat∞
(
Ind(Pro(S))
)
can be naturally upgraded to an Ind(Pro(S))-(∞, 2)-
∞-category, thanks to [GH15, Remark 7.4.11]. Therefore, given C,D ∈ Cat∞
(
Ind(Pro(S))
)
we have a natural
functor∞-category
Fun
(
C,D
)
∈ Cat∞
(
Ind(Pro(S))
)
.
Applying the materialization functorMatcat : Cat∞
(
Ind(Pro(S))
)
→ Cat∞ we produce an∞-category
ContFun
(
C,D
)
∈ Cat∞
which we designate by the∞-category of continuous functors between C andD.
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We have a canonical inclusion functor Ind(Pro(S)) →֒ Cat∞
(
Ind(Pro(S))
)
. Given X ∈ Pro(Sfc) we can
consider it as an ind-pro-space via the composite
Pro(Sfc) →֒ Pro(S) →֒ Ind(Pro(S)).
Given A ∈ CAlgadk◦ , we can thus consider the∞-category of continuous functors
Perfℓ(X)(A) := ContFun
(
X,Perf(A)
)
∈ Cat∞.
Definition 6.1.2. Let X ∈ Pro(Sfc) and A ∈ CAlgadk◦ . We designate the ∞-category Perfℓ(X)(A) as the ∞-
category of A⊗k◦ k-adic continuous representations ofX .
Lemma 6.1.3. Let X ∈ Pro(Sfc) be a profinite space. Suppose further that X ≃ ∗, then we have a canonical
equivalence Perfℓ(X)(A) ≃ Perf(A⊗k◦ k) ∈ Cat∞.
Proof. WheneverX ≃ ∗ inPro(Sfc) the∞-categoryPerfℓ(X)(A) coincideswith the materialization ofPerf(A) ≃
Perf(A⊗k◦ k) ∈ Cat∞, as desired. 
Let X ∈ Pro(Xfc) be connected profinite space. We have thus an unique, up to contractible indeterminacy,
morphism
f : ∗ → X
in the∞-category Pro(Sfc). Precomposition along f : ∗ → X induces a canonical map
ev(∗) := Perfℓ(X)(A)→ Perf(A⊗k◦ k)
in the∞-category Cat∞.
Proposition 6.1.4. Let X ∈ Pro(Sfc) be a connected profinite space. Let A ∈
(
CAlgadk◦
)<∞
. Consider a perfect
moduleM ∈ Perf(A⊗k◦ k) admitting a formal modelM0 ∈ Coh
+(A). The fiber of the functor
ev(∗) := Perfℓ(X)(A)→ Perf(A⊗k◦ k)
atM ∈ Perf(A⊗k◦ k) is naturally equivalent to the mapping space
MapMonE1(Ind(Pro(S)))
(
ΩX,End(M)
)
∈ S,
where End(M) ∈ MonE1
(
Ind(Pro(S))
)
denotes the enriched mapping object ofM equipped with is multiplica-
tive monoid structure.
Proof. By hypothesisX ∈ Pro(Sfc) is connected. Therefore, the fiber of ev(∗) atM is naturally equivalent to the
mapping space
(6.1.1) MapPro(S∗)
(
X,BEnd(M)
)
≃ MapPro(S∗)
(
X,BEnd(M0)
)
[p−1].
Consider the usual loop functor Ω: S∗ → MonE1(S). It induces a canonical functor
Ω: Pro(S∗)→ MonE1(Pro(S)).
Notice that every transition morphism in the pro-system End(M0) ∈∈ Pro(S) is actually a morphism of monoid
objects, i.e. it admits a natural lifting in the ∞-category MonE1(S). Using the limit-colimit formula for map-
ping spaces in ∞-categories of pro-objects together with the Bar-Cobar equivalence (B,Ω) we obtain a natural
equivalence
MapPro(S∗)
(
X,BEnd(M0)
)
[p−1] ≃ MapMonE1 (Pro(S))
(
ΩX,End(M0)
)
[p−1].
The universal property of localization at p induces a canonical map
θ : MapMonE1(Pro(S))
(
ΩX,End(M0)
)
[p−1]→ MapMonE1(Ind(Pro(S)))
(
ΩX,End(M)
)
,
in the∞-category of spaces S. The result follows if we are able to prove that θ is an equivalence. We notice that
we cannot apply May delooping theorem component-wise as multiplication by p : End(M0)→ End(M0) is not a
morphism of monoid-objects. However, the map θ is induced by a morphism of the form
θ′ : MapMonE1(Pro(S))
(
ΩX,End(M0)
)
→ MapMonE1 (Ind(Pro(S)))
(
ΩX,End(M)
)
.
Furthermore, the fiber of the morphism End(M0) → End(M) in the ∞-category MonE1(Ind(Sppro(p)p−1)
coincides with the colimit
(6.1.2) colim
n
End(M0)/p
n[−1],
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which is of p-torsion. Therefore, passing to the filtered colimit along multiplication by p the term in (6.1.2)
becomes the zero object in the stable∞-category Sppro(p)p−1 . As a consequence, it follows that θ ≃ θ
′[p−1] has
contractible fiber and therefore it is an equivalence. 
Remark 6.1.5. Proposition 6.1.4 implies that the functorPerfp(X)(A)→ Perf(A⊗k◦ k is a coCartesian fibration
which corresponds to a functor
F : Perf(A)→ Cat∞
given on objects by the formula
M ∈ Perf(A⊗k◦ k) 7→ MapMonE1 (Ind(Pro(S)))
(
ΩX,End(M)
)
∈ S.
Therefore, we can regard the ∞-category Perfp(X)(A) as the ∞-category of continuous representations of X
with values in perfect A⊗k◦ k-modules.
Definition 6.1.6. We define the Cat∞-valued functor of p-adic perfect modules onX as the functor
Perfp(X) :
(
CAlgadk◦
)<∞
→ Cat∞,
given on objects by the formula
A ∈
(
CAlgadk◦
)<∞
7→ Perfp(X)(A) ∈ Cat∞.
An important consequence of Proposition 5.2.26 is the following result:
Proposition 6.1.7. The functor Perfp(X) :
(
CAlgadk◦
)<∞
→ Cat∞ descends to a well defined functor
Perfp(X) :
(
dAfd<∞k
)op
→ Cat∞
which is given on objecs by the formula
Z ∈ dAfd<∞k 7→ FunECat∞
(
X,Perf(Z)
)
∈ Cat∞.
Proof. The result is a direct consequence of the equivalent statement for Perf which is the content of Proposi-
tion 5.2.26. 
6.2. Lifting results for continuous p-adic representations of profinite spaces. The following definition is cru-
cial for our purposes:
Definition 6.2.1. LetX ∈ Pro(Sfc) be a connected profinite space. We say thatX is p-cohomologically compact
if for any p-torsion Z∧p -moduleN ∈ModZ∧p with
N ≃ colim
α
Nα,
where Nα ∈Mod
♥
Z
for each α, we have an equivalence of mapping spaces
MapMonE1(Pro(S))
(
ΩX,N
)
≃ colim
α
MapMonE1(Pro(S))
(
ΩX,Nα
)
,
i.e. taking continuous cohomology ofX iwth torsion coefficients commutes with filtered colimits.
Remark 6.2.2. The above definition makes sense when we considerX ∈ S. In this case, it is equivalent to ask for
a cellular decomposition of X with finitely man cells in each dimension. However X itself might have infinitely
many non-zero (finite) homotopy groups.
Example 6.2.3. (i) Suppose Y → X is a finite morphism in Pro(Sfc), i.e. its fiber is a finite constructible
space Z ∈ Pro(Sfc). If we assume further that X is p-cohomologically compact, then so it is Y . More
generically, the notion of cohomologically compactness is stable under fiber sequences.
(ii) SupposeX ∈ Pro(Sfc) is the étale homotopy type of a smooth variety over an algebraically closed field.
ThenX is cohomologically almost of finite type, see
Theorem 6.2.4. LetX ∈ Pro(Sfc) be a connected profinite space which we assume further to be p-cohomologically
compact. Let A ∈ (CAlgadk◦)
<∞ and suppose we are given ρ ∈ Perfp(X)(A) such that M := ev(∗)(ρ) ∈
Perf(A ⊗k◦ k) admits a perfect formal modelM ′ ∈ Perf(A). Then there exists Y ∈ MonE1(Pro(S
fc)) together
with a morphism
f : Y → ΩX
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in the∞-categoryMonE1(Pro(S
fc)) such that fib(f) is finite constructible and such that we have a factorization
of the form
Y End(M ′)
ΩX End(M)
ρ′
ρ
in the∞-categoryMonE1(Ind(Pro(S))).
Proof. As X ∈ Pro(Sfc) is assumed to be connected, an object ρ ∈ Perfp(X)(A) corresponds to a morphism
ρ : ΩX → End(M)
in the ∞-category MonE1(Ind(Pro(S))), where M denotes ev(∗)(ρ) ∈ Perf(A ⊗k◦ k). We first remark as-
sumption on the existence of a perfect formal model for M , M ′ ∈ Perf(A) can be dropped, since by [TT90]
the trivial square zero extensionM ⊗M [−1] ∈ Perf(A ⊗k◦ k) admits a formal model andM is a retract of the
latter. Therefore, we can replaceM with M ⊕M [−1] and assume from the start that M admits a formal model
M ′ ∈ Perf(A).
Let n ≥ 0 be an integer and consider the truncation functor
τ≤n : Ind(Pro(S))→ Ind(Pro(S))
induced by the usual truncation functor τ≤n : S → S by means of the universal property of both ind and pro
completions. More explicitly,
τ≤n(colim
i
lim
j
Xi,j) ≃ colim
i
lim
j
τ≤n(Xi,j) ∈ Ind(Pro(S)).
As A ∈ CAlgadk◦ is assumed to be truncated and M
′ ∈ Perf(A) is perfect over A it follows that also M ′ is a
truncatedA-module. The same conclusion holds for the couple (A⊗k◦ k,M). Therefore, there exists a sufficiently
largem > 0 such that
(6.2.1) τ≤mEnd(M) ≃ End(M).
We now proceed to construct such a profinite Y ∈ MonE1(Pro(S
fc)) satisfying the conditions of the statement.
Our construction is by means of an inductive reasoning via the relative Postnikov tower of the canonical morphism
g : End(M ′)→ End(M)
in the∞-categoryMonE1(Ind(Pro(S))). We start by observing that the cofiber of g is equivalent to the filtered
colimit
cofib(g) ≃ colim
k
End(M ′)/pk ∈ Ind(Pro(S)).
For this reason, we can identify the fiber of the morphism g with
fib(g) ≃ colim
k
End(M ′)/pk[−1].
Suppose then n = 0. Consider the pullback diagram
End(M ′)≤0 π0(End(M
′))
End(M) π0(End(M))
q0
in the∞-categoryMonE1(Ind(Pro(S))). By construction, we can identify the fiber of the morphism q : End(M
′)≤0 →
End(M) with
fib(q) ≃ colim
k
π0(End(M
′)/pk)[−1]).
By the universal of the 0-truncation functor in (6.2.1) the composite
ΩX
ρ
−→ End(M)→ π0(End(M))
in the∞-categoryMonE1(Ind(Pro(S))) factors through a continuous group homomorphism
ρ0 : π1(X)→ π0(End(M)),
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where the topology on the left hand side group is the profinite one induced from X and the topology on the right
hand side group is the topology induced by the ind-pro structure on End(M). Since π0(End(M ′)) is an open
subgroup of π0(End(M)) and π1(X) is profinite, it follows that the inverse image
ρ−10 (π0(End(M
′))) ≤ π1(X)
is of finite index in π1(X). Let U ⊳X be an open normal subgroup such that
ρ0(U) ⊆ π0(End(M
′)) ⊆ π0(End(M))
and such that π1(X)/U ∼= G, where G is a finite group. Consider the pullback diagram
Y≤0 U
ΩX π1(X)
h0
in the ∞-category MonE1(Pro(S
fc)). By construction, the morphism Y≤0 → ΩX admits a finite constructible
fiber, namely G. Furthermore, we have an equivalence
X ≃ BY≤0/G
in the∞-categoryMonE1(Ind(Pro(S))). The base step of our inductive reasoning is thus finished. Suppose now
that for a given integer n ≥ 0 we have constructed a commutative diagram
Y≤n End(M
′)≤n
ΩX End(M)
hn
ρ
in the∞-categoryMonE1(Ind(Pro(S))), where hn : Y≤n → ΩX admits a finite constructible fiber. Let
gn+1 : End(M
′)≤n+1 → End(M)
denote the relative (n + 1)-st truncation of the canonical morphism g : End(M ′) → End(M). We have thus a
commutative diagram of the form
End(M ′)≤n+1 End(M
′)≤n . . . End(M
′)≤0
End(M)
jn jn−1 j0
g0
in the∞-categoryMonE1(Ind(Pro(S))) such that
fib(jn) ≃ colim
k
πn+1(End(M
′)/pk)[n+ 2].
Consider the following pullback diagram
Y˜≤n+1 End(M
′)≤n+1
Y≤n End(M
′)≤n
πn
in the∞-categoryMonE1(Ind(Pro(S))). The fiber of the morphism πn : Y˜≤n+1 → Y≤n is equivalent
fib(πn) ≃ colim
k
πn+2(End(M
′)/pk)[n+ 2].
The fiber sequence
fib(πn)→ Y˜≤n+1 → Y≤n
is classified by a morphism
ϕn : Y≤n → colim
k
πn+2(End(M
′)/pk)[n+ 3]
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in the∞-categoryMonE1(Ind(Pro(S))). Notice that, πn + 2(End(M
′)/pk) is a discrete group and the monoid
structure on πn+2(End(M ′)/pk)[n+3] is abelian, as n+3 ≥ 2. Therefore, the transition maps in the ind-filtered
colimit
colim
k
πn+2(End(M
′)/pk)[n+ 3]
do preserve the monoid structure on each term. Thus we find that ϕn is actually a morphism in the∞-category
MonE1(Ind(Pro(S))). As Y≤n ∈ Pro(S
fc) →֒ Pro(S) it follows that ϕn factors through End(M ′)/pk for suffi-
ciently large k ≥ 1. This induces a fiber sequence of the form
πn+2(End(M
′)/pk)[n+ 2]→ Y ≤n+1 → Y≤n,
such that we have an induced map
Y ≤n+1 → End(M
′)≤n+1
in the∞-categoryMonE1(Ind(Pro(S))) which coincides with the composite
Y ≤n+1 → Y˜≤n+1 → End(M
′)≤n+1.
AsX is p-cohomologically compact and the morphismBY≤n → X admits a finite constructible fiber, by assump-
tion, it follows that BY≤n is also p-cohomologically compact. As πn+2(End(M ′)/pk)[n + 2] is p-torsion over
Z∧p it follows, by Lazard’s theorem, that we have an equivalence
πn+2(End(M
′)/pk)[n+ 2] colim
α
Nα[n+ 2],
in the derived ∞-category ModZ
pk
, where each Nα is a finite discrete Z/pkZ-module. We obtain thus, by p-
cohomological compactness, an equivalence of mapping spaces
MapMonE1(Pro(Sfc))
(
Y≤n, πn+2(End(M
′)/pk
)
[n+ 3] ≃
≃ colim
α
MapMonE1(Pro(Sfc))
(
Y≤n, Nα[n+ 3]
)
.
Therefore, the map ϕn above factors through a morphism
ϕβ,n : Y≤n → Nβ [n+ 3]
in the∞-categoryMonE1(S
fc) and such factorization produces an extension
Nβ[n+ 2]→ Y≤n+1
jn+1
−−−→ Y≤n,
in the∞-categoryMonE1(Pro(S
fc)). Moreover, by construction, it follows that the composite
Y≤n+1 → Y≤n → · · · → ΩX → End(M)
factors through the canonical morphism End(M ′)≤n+1 → End(M). The inductive step is thus completed.
In order to finish the proof of the statement it suffices now to observe that there exists a sufficiently large integer
n ≥ 1 such that both
End(M ′), End(M)
are n-truncated objects in the∞-category Ind(Pro(S)). Thus for such n ≥ 1 we have an equivalence
End(M ′)≤n+1 ≃ End(M
′).
We have thus produced a finite morphism Y → Ω with Y := Y≤n+1 and a commutative diagram
Y End(M ′)
ΩX End(M)
in the∞-categoryMonE1(Ind(Pro(S))) and the claim is proved. 
Remark 6.2.5. In the above proof there exists no need to assume M ∈ Perf(A ⊗k◦ k) admits a perfect module
M ′ ∈ Perf(A). Actually, it suffices to assume that there exists a formal model M ′ ∈ Coh+(A) for M which
is truncated. This assumption is always verified. Indeed, there exists a formal model M ′ ∈ Coh+(A) for M ∈
Perf(A⊗k◦ k) thanks to [Ant18, Proposition A.2.1]. Even ifM ′ is not truncated, its rigidificationM ⊗k◦ k is, as
A and thus A ⊗k◦ k are assumed from the start to be truncated. If we pick m > 0 sufficiently large such thatM
ism-truncated then τ≤mM ′ ∈ Coh
+(A) is still a formal model forM ∈ Perf(A⊗k◦ k).
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Construction 6.2.6. Let A ∈ CAlgadk◦ be a truncated derived k
◦-adic algebra. The functor Lp : Sppro(p) →
Sppro(p)p−1 induces a base change functor f
∗
A : Perf
ad(X)(A)→ Perfp(X)(A) of stable∞-categories.
Definition 6.2.7. We say that ρ ∈ Perfℓ(X)(A) is liftable if ρ lies in the essential image of the base change
functor f∗A as above.
As a consequence of Theorem 6.2.4 we have the following Corollary:
Corollary 6.2.8. Let X ∈ Pro(Sfc) be a connected and p-cohomologically compact profinite space. Consider a
truncated derived k◦-adic algebra A ∈ CAlgadk◦ . Then every object ρ ∈ Perfp(X)(A) is a retract of a liftable
ρ′ ∈ Perfp(X)(A). Moreover, Perfp(X)(A) is canonically equivalent to the idempotent completion of the base
change
Perfad(X)(A)⊗k◦ k
in the∞-category of stable and idempotent complete small∞-categories, Catst,idem∞ .
Proof. Let ρ ∈ Perfp(X)(A), M := ev(∗)(ρ) ∈ Perf(A ⊗k◦ k) and let π : Y → X be a finite morphism in
Pro(Sfc) with Y connected such that the composite representation
ΩY → ΩX → End(M)
factors through a morphism End(M ′) → End(M) where we can suppose that M ′ ∈ Perf(A). The proof of
Theorem 6.2.4 implies that we have a commutative diagram of the form
Y ≃ Y≤n+1 Y≤n . . . Y≤0
X
gn gn−1 j0
g0
in the∞-category Pro(Sfc). Furthermore, we have by construction a canonical equivalence X ≃ Y≤0/Γ, where
Γ is a suitable finite group (not necessarily abelian). In particular, we have an equivalence of∞-categories
Perfp(X)(A) ≃ Perfp(Y≤0)(A)
Γ
of A ⊗k◦ k-linear stable ∞-categories. Moreover, the proof of Theorem 6.2.4 implies that for each integer 0 ≤
i ≤ n− 1 we can choose the morphism
gi : Y≤i+1 → Y≤i
such that it is aMi[n+2]-torsor for a given finite abelian groupMi. As A⊗k◦ k lives over a field of characteristic
zero, namely k it follows that we have an equivalence of∞-categories
Perfp(Y≤0)(A) ≃ Perfp(Y≤i)(A)
for each integer 0 ≤ i ≤ n. As a consequence, we deduce that one has an equivalence of∞-categories
Perfp(X)(A) ≃ Perfp(Y )(A)
Γ.
Thus we have an adjunction of the form
π∗ : Perfp(X)(A) Perfp(Y )(A) : π∗
where π∗ denotes the restriction functor along π : Y → X . Given ρ ∈ Perfp(Y )(A) we have an equivalence
π∗ρ ≃ ρ⊗k◦ k[Γ],
where k[Γ] denotes the free k-algebra on the finite group Γ. The representation ρ is a retract of π∗π∗ρ, given by
the trivial morphism of groups
{1} → Γ.
Observe further that the representation π∗π∗ρ is liftable by the choice of Y , as π∗ρ is so. We are thus reduced
to prove the second part of the statementn, namely that Perfp(X)(A) is equivalent to the idempotent completion
of the A ⊗k◦ k-linear stable∞-category Perf
ad(X)(A) ⊗k◦ k. It suffices, in fact, to prove that Perfp(X)(A) is
idempotent complete. Thanks to Theorem 6.2.4 we can assume from the start that ρ is liftable from the start. In
this case, it suffices to show that for every idempotent
f : ρ→ ρ,
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in the∞-categoryPerfp(X)(A) admits a fiber and cofiber in the∞-categoryPerfp(X)(A). LetM := ev(∗)(ρ) ∈
Perf(A⊗k◦ k). Under the evaluation functor ev(∗) f corresponds to an idempotent morphism
f˜ : M →M.
We might not be able to lift f˜ but thanks to [Ant18, Corollary A.2.3] and [Lur09b, Proposition 4.4.5.20] there
exists a formal modelM ′ ∈ Coh+(A) forM for which we can lift f˜ : M →M and higher homotopy coherences
associated to the diagram f˜ : Idem→ Perf(A⊗k◦ k) to a diagram f : Idem→ Perf(A) such that its rigidification
coincides with f˜ .
As in Remark 6.2.5 we can suppose that M ′ has non-trivial homotopy groups concentrated in a finite number
of degrees. by Remark 6.2.5 the proof of Theorem 6.2.4 applies in this case. In this case, it suffices to show that
f admits fiber and cofiber sequences in the∞-category Coh+(X)ad(A), which follows as the latter∞-category
is idempotent complete. 
Corollary 6.2.9. Let A ∈ CAlgadk◦ be a truncated derived k
◦-adic algebra. Then the∞-category Perfp(X)(A) is
stable and admits a natural symmetric monoidal structure.
Proof. Thanks to Corollary 6.2.8 and the formula for mapping spaces it follows that Perfp(X)(A) is an A⊗k◦ k-
linear∞-category which is equivalent to the tensor product
Perfad(X)(A)⊗k◦ k
in the∞-category Catst,idem∞ . This implies that Perfp(X)(A) is stable and the symmetric monoidal structure on
Perfp(X)(A) is induced from the one on Perf
ad(X)(A). 
Definition 6.2.10. Let X ∈ Pro(Sfc) and A ∈ (CAlgadk◦)
<∞. We define
Modp(X)(A) := Ind(Perfp(X)(A)).
Corollary 6.2.11. The∞-category Modp(X)(A) is a presentable stable∞-category which is moreover locally
rigid and we have an equivalence of presentable∞-categories
Modad(X)(A) ⊗k◦ k ≃ Modp(X)(A) ∈ Pr
st
L .
Proof. Presentability ofModp(X)(A) follows from Corollary 6.2.8. Moreover, we have a chain of equivalences
Modp(X)(A) ≃
≃ Modad(X)(A)⊗k◦ k
≃ ModA⊗k◦k
(
Modad(X)(A)
)
where the latter equivalence follows from [Lur12b, Proposition 6.3.4.6]. As Modad(X)(A) is locally rigid it
follows also thatModp(X)(A) is locally rigid, thanks to [Lur16, Lemma D.7.7.2]. The result now follows. 
6.3. Moduli of derived continuous p-adic representations. In this §we define the moduli of derived continuous
p-adic representations of a profinite space X and we show that it admits a derived structure under certain mild
assumptions on the profinite space X ∈ Pro(Sfc).
Definition 6.3.1. Let X ∈ Pro(Sfc). The moduli of derived continuous p-adic representations of X is defined as
the right Kan extension along the canonical inclusion functor
j : dAfd<∞k → dAfdk
of the moduli functor
PerfSysp(X) := (−)
≃ ◦ Perfp(X) :
(
dAfd<∞k
)op
→ S
which is given on objects by the formula
Z ∈ dAfd<∞k 7→ Perfp(X)(Γ(Z))
≃ ∈ S.
The following result is a reality check:
Lemma 6.3.2. Let Z ∈ dAfdk. Then we have a natural equivalence
PerfSysp(X)(Z) ≃ limnPerfSysp(X)(t≤nZ)
in the∞-category S. In particular, the functor PerfSysp(X) is nilcomplete.
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Proof. This statement was stated without proof in [GR14, p. 10]. Let TX := (dAfd
<∞
k )
op
Z/ and denote T
′
Z the full
subcategory of TZ spanned by those objects of the form t≤n → Z , for each n ≥ 0. By the end formula for right
Kan extensions it suffices to show that the inclusion functor
T′Z → TZ
is a final functor. Thanks to the dual statement of [Lur09b, Theorem 4.1.3.1] it suffices to show that for every
(Y → Z)op in TZ , the∞-category
(T′Z)/Y
has weakly contractible enveloping groupoid. We can identify the ∞-category (T′Z)/Y with the ∞-category of
factorizations of the morphism (Y → Z)op. Thanks to the universal property of n-th truncations and the fact
that Y is a truncated derived k-affinoid space it follows that there exists a sufficiently large integer m such that
(Y → X)op factors uniquely (up to contractible indeterminacy) as
(Y → t≤mX → X)
op.
Therefore the∞-category (T′X)/Y is cofiltered and thus weakly contractible, as desired. 
Proposition 6.3.3. The functor PerfSysp(X) : dAfd
op
k → S satisfies étale hyper-descent.
Proof. 
Proposition 6.3.4. The functor PerfSysp(X) : dAfd
op
k → S is cohesive.
Proof. The right adjoint (−)≃ : Cat∞ → S commutes with small limits and in particular with finite limits. More-
over,PerfSysp(X) is nilcomplete, thus we can restrict ourselves to prove the assertion when restricted to truncated
objects. As a consequence, it suffices to show that the functor
Perfp(X) : dAfd
<∞
k → Cat∞
is infinitesimally cartesian. Let Z ∈ dAfd<∞k and let d : L
an
Z → M be a k-analytic derivation of Z , with
M ∈ Coh+(A). Thanks to [Ant18, Theorem A.2.1] we can lift d to a formal derivation
d′ : LadA →M
′
in the ∞-category Coh+(A) where A ∈ CAlgadk◦ is a formal model for Z ∈ dAfdk which we can assume to be
truncated. In this case, the canonical functor
Perfp(X)(Ad′ [M
′])→ Perfp(X)(A)×Perfp(X)(A⊗M ′) Perfp(X)(A)
is an equivalence, which follows immediately from Proposition 5.2.16. 
In order to show the existence of a cotangent complex for PerfSysp(X) we will need the following technical
result:
Proposition 6.3.5. Let F ∈ St(CAlgadk◦ , τét,Psm) and denote by F
rig ∈ St(dAfdk, , τét,Psm) its rigidification.
Then if F admits an adic cotangent complex at a point
x : Spf(A)→ F,
denoted LadF,x, then F
rig admits a cotangent complex at the rigidification
xrig : Spf(A)rig → F rig
which we denote by LanF rig,xrig . Moreover, we have a canonical equivalence
(LadF,x)
rig ≃ LanF rig,xrig ,
in the∞-category Coh+(Z), where Z := Spf(A)rig.
Proof. The existence of LadF,x implies that for everyM ∈ Coh
+(A) we have functorial equivalences
MapCoh+(A)
(
LadF,x,M
)
≃ fibx
(
F (A⊕M)→ F (A)
)
.
Thanks to [Ant18, Proposition A.1.4] the ∞-category Coh+(X) is a Verdier quotient of Coh+(A) with respect
to the full subcategory of torsion objects in the ∞-category Coh+(A). Furthermore, it follows from [Ant18,
Proposition A.2.1] and its proof that the we have an adjunction
(−)rig : Ind
(
Coh+(A)
)
Ind
(
Coh+(X)
)
: (−)+
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between presentable ∞-categories where (−)rig is an accessible localization functor and (−)+ is consequently
fully faithful. We have an equivalence of mapping spaces
MapCoh+(X)
(
L
rig
F,x,M
)
≃ MapInd(Coh+(A))
(
LF,x, (M
rig)+
)
.
Since (M rig)+ ∈ Ind(Coh+(A)) we can write it as a filtered colimit
(M rig)+ ≃ colim
i
Mi
≃ colim
M∈Coh+(A)/Mrig
M,
where the last equivalence follows by the adjunction. Therefore, we can write
MapInd(Coh+(A))
(
LF,x, (M
rig)+
)
≃ colim
i
MapCoh+(A)
(
LF,x,Mi
)
since LF,x is a compact object in the∞-category Ind(Coh
+(A)). Let N ∈ Coh+(X), where X := Spf(A)rig.
We have a chain of equivalences
colim
A′∈(CAlgad
k◦
)/X
colim
Mi∈Coh+(A′)/N
fibx′
(
F (A′ ⊕Mi)→ F (A
′)
)
≃
≃ colim
A′∈(CAlgad
k◦
)/X
colim
Mi∈Coh+(A′)/N
MapCoh+(A′)
(
LF,x,Mi
)
≃ colim
A′∈(CAlgad
k◦
)/X
MapInd(Coh+(A′))
(
LF,x, N
+
)
≃ colim
A′∈(CAlgad
k◦
)/X
MapCoh+(X)
(
L
rig
F,x, N
)
≃MapCoh+(X)(L
rig
F,x, N
)
.
where both colimit indexing∞-categories are filtered and x′ denotes the composite
x : Spf A′ → Spf A→ F.
This is justified as in the above colimit diagrams it suffices to consider only colimits indexed by the full subcate-
gories of formal models forX and lying under A. Furthermore, we have an equivalence
colim
A′∈(CAlgad
k◦
)/X
colim
Mi∈Coh+(A′)/N
fibx′
(
F (A′ ⊕Mi)→ F (A
′)
)
≃ colim
C
fibx′
(
F (A′ ⊕M ′)→ F (A′)
)
,
where C denotes the ∞-category of admissible formal models for X [N ]. This last assertion follows from the
observation that a formal model forX [N ] consists of the given of an admissible formal model forX together with
a formal model forN . Observe that filtered colimits commute with finite limits in the∞-category of spaces. Thus
colim
C
fibx′
(
F (A′ ⊕M ′)→ F (A′)
)
≃
≃ fibxrig colim
C
(
F (A′ ⊕M ′)→ F (A′)
)
≃ fibxrig
(
F rig(X [N ])→ F rig(X)
)
.
We have thus an equivalence of the form
(6.3.1) fibxrig
(
F rig(X [N ])→ F rig(X)
)
≃ MapCoh+(X)
(
LF rig,xrig , N
)
as desired. The result now follows from the observation that the right hand side of (6.3.1) is an invariant under
hyper-descent. 
Theorem 6.3.6. Let Z ∈ dAfdk andM ∈ Coh
+(Z). Suppose we are given furthermore a morphism
ρ : Z → PerfSysp(X)
then we have a canonical identification
fibρ
(
PerfSysp(X)(Z[M ])→ Perf(X)(Z)
)
≃ MapModp(X)(Z)
(
ρ⊗ ρ∨,M [1]
)
in the∞-category Coh+(Z), whereModp(X)(Z) := Ind
(
Perfp(X)(Z).
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Proof. We first observe that the derived Tate acyclicity theorem implies that we have a canonical equivalence of
∞-categories
Coh+(Z) ≃ Coh+(Γ(Z)).
As in the proof of Proposition 4.2.7 we consider the right fibration of spaces
λM : PerfSysp(X)(Z[M ])→ PerfSysp(X)(Z)
which classifies a functor
λM : PerfSysp(X)(Z)→ S,
whose value at ρ ∈ PerfSysp(X)(Z) coincides with the fiber
fibρ
(
λM
)
∈ S.
As the rigidification functor (−)rig : CAlgadk◦ → dAnk preserves small extensions it follows that the statement of
Proposition 4.2.6 still holds in this case. Therefore, reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 4.2.7 we obtain a
chain of equivalences of Γ(Z)-modules
Ω(λM (ρ)) ≃
≃ Map/ρ
(
p∗M (ρ), p
∗
M (ρ)
)
≃ Map/ρ
(
ρ, ρ⊕ (ρ⊗M)
)
≃ MapInd(Perfp(X)(Z))
(
ρ, ρ⊗M
)
≃ MapInd(Perfp(X)(Z))
(
ρ⊗ ρ∨,M
)
where p∗M : Perfp(X)(Z)→ Perfp(X)(Z[M ]) denotes the usual base change functor along the canonical functor
pM : Z[M ]→ Z, in dAfdk.
As PerfSysp(X) is cohesive, it follows that we have a pullback diagram of the form
λM (ρ) ∗
∗ λM [1](ρ).
The conclusion now follows as in Proposition 4.2.7. 
Corollary 6.3.7. Let X ∈ Pro(Sfc) be a connected p-cohomologically compact and p-cohomologically perfect
profinite space. Then for every p-complete Z ∈ dAfdk and every ρ ∈ PerfSysp(X)(Z) the functor
F : Coh+(Γ(Z))→ S
given on objects by the formula
M ∈ Coh+(Γ(Z)) 7→ fibρ
(
PerfSysp(X)(Z[M ])→ PerfSysp(Z)
)
∈ S
is corepresentable by the Γ(Z)-module
MapPerfp(X)(Z)
(
1, ρ⊗ ρ∨[1]
)∨
∈ Coh+(Γ(Z)).
Proof. The result is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.2.9 together with Proposition 6.3.5 whenever
ρ ∈ PerfSysp(X)(Z)
is liftable. For a general ρ ∈ PerfSysp(X)(Z) the result follows thanks to Corollary 6.2.8 as it implies that ρ is a
retract of a liftable object.

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7. MAIN RESULTS
7.1. Representability theorem. As we shall see, the moduli stack LocSysp,n(X) : Afd
op
k → S admits a natural
derived extension which it is representable with respect to the derived k-analytic context. Nonetheless, the moduli
LocSysp,n(X) cannot be realized as a usual k-analytic space, instead it corresponds to a k-analytic stack. There-
fore, one must show that the derived enhancement of LocSysp,n(X) is representable not by a derived k-analytic
space but instead by a derived k-analytic stack. It would be thus desirable to have a representability type statement
in the context of derived k-analytic geometry. Fortunately, such a result has been proved by M. Porta and T. Yu
Yue in [PY17]. As it will be of fundamental importance we shall motivate such result.
Definition 7.1.1. Denote by (dAfdk, τét,Psm) the derived k-analytic geometric contextwhere τét denotes the étale
topology on dAfdk and Psm denotes the class of smooth morphisms on dAfdk.
Definition 7.1.2. Let F ∈ dSt
(
dAfdk, τét
)
be a stack. We say that F is a derived k-analytic stack if it is
representable by a geometric stack with respect to (dAfdk, τét,Psm).
Theorem 7.1.3. [PY17, Theorem 7.1] Let F ∈ dSt(dAfdk, τét). The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) F is a geometric stack;
(ii) The truncation t≤0(F ) ∈ St(Afdk, τét) is geometric, F admits furthermore a cotangent complex and it
is cohesive and nilcomplete.
We shall review the main definitions:
Definition 7.1.4. Let F ∈ dSt
(
dAfdk, τét
)
. We say that F admits a global analytic cotangent complex if the
following two conditions are verified:
(i) Given Z ∈ dAfdk and z : Z → F a morphism, the functor
DeranF (Z,−) : Coh
+(Z)→ S
given on objects by the formula
M 7→ fibz
(
F (Z[M ])→ F (Z)
)
,
is corepresented by an eventually connective object LanF,z ∈ Coh
+(Z).
(ii) For any morphism f : Z → Z ′ in the ∞-category dAfdk and any morphism z′ : Z → F we have a
canonical equivalence,
f∗LanF,z′ ≃ L
an
F,z
where z := z′ ◦ f .
Definition 7.1.5. Let F ∈ dSt(dAfdk, τét). We say that F is cohesive if for every Z ∈ dAfdk and every coherent
sheaf F ∈ Coh≥1(Z) together with a derivation
d : LanX → F
the natural map
F
(
Zd[F[−1]]
)
→ F (Z)×F (Z[F]) F (Z)
is an equivalence in the∞-category S.
Definition 7.1.6. We say that F ∈ dSt
(
dAfdk, τét
)
. We say that F is convergent if for every derived k-affinoid
space Z the canonical morphism,
F (Z)→ lim
n≥0
F (t≤nZ),
is an equivalence in the∞-category S.
7.2. Main results. Let X be a proper and smooth scheme over an algebraically closed field. To such X we can
associate it a profinite space, namely its étale homotopy type
Shét(X) ∈ Pro(Sfc).
see [Lur09a, §3.6]. By construction, Shét(X) ∈ Pro(Sfc) classifies étale local systems onX . Moreover, we have
a canonical identification
π1
(
Shét(X)
)
≃ πét1 (X)
as profinite groups. Therefore, it is natural to consider the moduli stack
PerfSysp
(
Shét(X)
)
∈ dSt
(
dAfdk, τét
)
as a derived extension of the moduli LocSysp,n(X) ∈ St
(
Afdk, τét,Psm
)
.
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Definition 7.2.1. Let RLocSysℓ,n(X) ⊆ PerfSysp
(
Shét(X)
)
denote the substack spanned by continuous p-adic
representations of Shét(X) ∈ Pro(Sfc) with values in rank n free modules.
Proposition 7.2.2. We have a canonical equivalence of stacks
t≤0(RLocSysℓ,n(X)) ≃ LocSysp,n(X)
in the∞-category St(Afdk, τét).
Proof. Let A ∈ Afdk, then RLocSysℓ,n(X)(Sp(A)) can be identified with the space
RLocSysℓ,n(X)(Sp(A)) ≃ MapInd(Pro(S))
(
Shét(X),BEnd(A)
)
,
of non-pointed continuous morphisms
Shét(X)→ BEnd(A).
As the A ∈ Afdk is discrete, it follows that BGLn(A) is a K(GLn(A), 1)-space. Therefore, by the universal
property of 1-truncation we have a chain of equivalences
MapInd(Pro(S))
(
Shét(X),BEnd(A)
)
≃
≃ MapInd(Pro(S))
(
τ≤1(Sh
ét(X)),BEnd(A)
)
≃ MapInd(Pro(S))
(
Bπét1 (X),BEnd(A)
)
≃ MapInd(Pro(S))
(
Bπét1 (X),BGLn(A)
)
where the last equivalence follows from the fact that πét1 (X) is a group, therefore every morphism π
ét
1 (X) →
End(A) should factor through the group of units of End(A) which coincides with GLn(A) with its k-analytic
induced topology. The result now follows, by the fact that we can realize
MapInd(Pro(S))
(
Bπét1 (X),BGLn(A)
)
with the geometric realization of the diagram
. . . MapMonE1(Ind(Pro(S)))
(
πét1 (X),GLn(A)
)×2
MapMonE1(Ind(Pro(S)))
(
πét1 (X),GLn(A)
)
∗
and the fact that
MapMonE1(Ind(Pro(S)))
(
πét1 (X),GLn(A)
)
∈ S
can be identified with the set Homcont
(
πét1 (X),GLn(A)
)
. 
Notation 7.2.3. As t≤0RLocSysℓ,n(X) ≃ LocSysp,n(X)wewill denoteRLocSysℓ,n(X) simply byLocSysp,n(X)
from now on.
Theorem 7.2.4. The moduli stack LocSysp,n(X) ∈ St(dAfdk, τét) admits a cotangent complex. Given ρ ∈
LocSysp,n(X)(Z) where Z ∈ dAfdk is a derived k-affinoid space, we have an equivalence
LanLocSysp,n(X),ρ ≃ C
∗
ét(X,Ad(ρ),
)∨
[−1]
where C∗ét
(
X,Ad(ρ)
)
denotes the étale cohomology ofX with coefficients in
Ad(ρ) := ρ⊗ ρ∨.
Proof. SinceX is smooth and proper it follows that Shét(X) is p-cohomologically compact and p-cohomologically
perfect. Therefore, PerfSysp(X) admits a cotangent complex and by restriction so does LocSysp,n(X). More-
over, the tangent complex of LocSysp,n(X) at the morphism
ρ : Z → LocSysp,n(X)
can be identified with the mapping space
TanLocSysp,n(X),ρ ≃MapPerfp(X)(Z)
(
1, ρ⊗ ρ
)
[1].
We are thus reduced to prove that
MapPerfp(X)(Z)
(
1, ρ⊗ ρ
)
[1] ≃ C∗ét(X,Ad(ρ)
)
[1].
But this follows by the universal property of Shét(X) together with the fact that global sections of local systems
with torsion coefficients on Shét(X) classify étale cohomology onX with torsion coefficients. The result follows
now for liftable such ρ and for general ρ by Theorem 6.2.4. 
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Proposition 7.2.5. The moduli stack LocSysp,n(X) is cohesive and nilcomplete.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the analogous statement for PerfSysp(X). 
As a consequence we obtain our main result:
Theorem 7.2.6. The moduli stack LocSysp,n(X) ∈ dSt
(
dAfdk, τét
)
is representable by a derived k-analytic
stack.
Proof. The proof follows by the Representability theorem together with Proposition 7.2.2, Corollary 2.2.19, The-
orem 7.2.4 and Proposition 7.2.5. 
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